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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The detection of special nuclear material (SNM) is no trivial task; the low activity of 

isotopes such as 235U and the ease of shielding make their passive detection virtually 

impossible in the maritime environment. Active interrogation, while increasing the radiative 

signature, also increases the radiative background such that measuring SNM signatures 

becomes difficult, if not impossible, especially given an unknown and complex environment. 

Over the last two decades, numerous active interrogation methods and technologies have been 

proposed, many of which reduce or filter the relevant background by interrogating one type of 

radiation and measuring another type or property domain. However, by focusing on single 

properties of the SNM signature (e.g. time or energy) in laboratory conditions, the 

effectiveness of these methods in dynamic and unknown environments remains inadequate. In 

order for a method—or combination of methods—to be effective, it must be able to incorporate 

as much of the SNM signature as possible into the measurement, including the signature’s 

energy, time, and directional (or spatial) properties. The first part of this thesis provides a 
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review of these methods and their limitations with an emphasis on outlining all of the SNM 

signature properties available to active interrogation applications. The second part discusses 

two improvements to multi-detector moderating neutron spectrometers in order to exploit all 

of these SNM signature parameters: time, energy, and space. The two new methods are: 1) an 

energy-specific optimization method for application driven spectrometer design via virtual 

detector simulations and genetic algorithms, and 2) a neutron response vectorization method 

for determining neutron source location by vectorizing the moderating neutron response 

functions.  Although these new approaches by no means solve the problem of SNM detection, 

they provide a crucial step in tailoring moderating spectrometers to detecting the SNM 

signature, upon which future works can expand.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis will provide two improvements to moderating neutron spectrometers that seek 

to overcome deficiencies in the instrumentation and methods for the detection of special 

nuclear material (SNM) via active interrogation. Chapter 1 covers the basic physics and 

relevant theory necessary for understanding active interrogation. Chapter 2: 1) provides a brief 

review of the methods and physics used in various approaches to detecting SNM via active 

interrogation, and 2) carves out a space for the use of moderating neutron spectrometers in 

such applications. Chapter 3 covers the development of a new method for the application-

specific optimization of moderating neutron spectrometers. Chapter 4 covers the development 

of a new method of neutron response vectorization for determining the location of neutron 

emitting sources for use with moderating neutron spectrometers. Chapter 5 wraps up Chapters 

2–3 and discusses the author’s opinion on the best way to move forward from these 

developments. 

1.1. History of Nuclear Security and Non-proliferation 

In the post 9/11 era, the detection and interdiction of potential nuclear materials and/or 

weapons received significant attention with good reason. The aftermath of the attack on the 

World Trade Center and Pentagon was not only tragic and costly, but proved that the United 

States (US) is not impenetrable to the efforts of terrorists. An organized successful small 

nuclear attack against the US, or any nation for that matter, would be considerably more costly 

in terms of the damage to financial and economic infrastructure. To prevent such an attack, the 

efforts of non-proliferation and arms control must extend beyond political treaties and 
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mandates toward improving the means and efficiency of detecting and interdicting illicit 

special nuclear material and/or weaponry. Paramount to the efforts is securing the 361 US 

international seaports against illicit imports and exports to prevent the passage of nuclear 

material and/or weapons into the US. 

According to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the 

number of twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU) of cargo shipped internationally via maritime 

cargo vessels exceeded 600 million in 2012. Of those, over 43 million passed through US 

seaports, which translates into nearly 118 thousand cargo containers loaded or unloaded in US 

seaports per day. To bolster the security of  such imports, the Security and Accountability for 

Every (SAFE) Port Act was passed and signed into law by former President George W. Bush 

on October 13, 2006, requiring that all seafaring cargo inbound to the United States be 

inspected via nonintrusive interrogation techniques including x-ray and or gamma-ray 

scanning before reaching US ports. However, implementation of the one-hundred percent 

scanning SAFE Port Act continues to be delayed due to practical and financial hurdles. To 

work around these hurdles, the Customs and Border Protection agency currently relies on 

intelligence and information security to determine high risk vessels and/or cargo to be 

inspected further upon arrival in US waters [1]. Furthermore, the effectiveness of current x-ray 

and gamma-ray scanning methods remains inadequate for detection of purposely shielded 

SNM.  It is therefore necessary to develop improved methods for the detection and/or 

identification of potential nuclear threats and that the limitations and science behind these 

methods be thoroughly understood.  
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To understand the challenges and/or shortcomings of current methods, it is first important 

to understand the nature of nuclear threats and their physical properties. Such nuclear threats 

fall into three major categories: (1) raw special nuclear material (SNM), (2) radiological 

dispersion devices (RDDs, i.e. “dirty bombs”) and (3) nuclear devices. Each category poses a 

unique threat as well as unique challenges in terms of detection and interdiction. This thesis 

will primarily focus on the detection and interdiction of raw SNM, since nuclear devices 

always contain at least a small amount of SNM, and RDDs may contain SNM or another 

radioisotope often detectable via similar methods and equipment. Furthermore, this thesis 

emphasizes methods for SNM detection which may be deployed in general scenarios, not 

limited to bottleneck or choke-point deployment schemes. The following sections will provide 

an overview of the relevant physical properties and phenomena before diving into methods for 

detecting SNM in Chapter 2. 

1.2. Introduction to Relevant Nuclear Properties 

There are two major approaches to detecting SNM: 1) active interrogation, in which a 

source is used to stimulate a measureable signal, and 2) passive detection, in which the 

measured signal is continuous and requires no external stimulus. A more formal definition of 

these two approaches can be found in Chapter 2. These two methods mirror the properties of 

and phenomena associated with a material or isotope—including SNM—which are 

probabilistic in nature and may be broken into two major categories: 1) intranuclear reactions 

and 2) particle-nucleus interactions. The subject of passive detection, intranuclear reactions, 

describe the numerous interactions that occur spontaneously between nucleons in a nuclei and 

are primarily characterized by the stability of a nucleus or its energy state, governed by the 
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fundamental law of radioactive decay in Equation 1.1. The average time required for half of a 

bulk quantity of an isotope to undergo radioactive decay, or half-life, is given by Equation 1.2. 

The specific activity—the rate of decays/de-excitations per unit mass—is given by Equation 

1.3. These properties and the reactions associated with isotopes provide a basic understanding 

of the importance of an isotope in terms of its natural, or passive, radiative contributions to 

measurements in SNM detection scenarios. 

 

−𝐴 =  
𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑡
|
𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦 

= −𝜆𝑁 (1.1) 

𝜆 =
ln (2)

𝑡1/2
 (1.2) 

𝑆 =
𝐴

𝑚
=

𝜆𝑁

𝑁 ∗ 𝑀 ∗ 6.02 × 10−23
=

ln (2)

𝑡1/2
×

1

𝑀 ∗ 6.02 × 10−23
 (1.3) 

A is the activity of a sample of an isotope 

N is the number of nuclei in a sample 

λ is the radioactive decay constant of an isotope 

t1/2 is the half-life of a sample 

S is the specific activity of a sample 

M is the molecular mass of a sample 

m is the mass of a sample 

 

Intranuclear reactions include, but are not limited to, spontaneous fission (i.e. a nucleus 

splits into two nuclei, emitting photons, neutrons, and/or high-energy electrons in the process), 
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β±-decay (i.e. a neutron/proton decays into a proton/neutron, emitting an electron/positron and 

an anti-neutrino/neutrino), α-decay (i.e. a large nucleus emits an α particles, or 4He nucleus), 

and photon emission (a nucleus decays/de-excites by emitting a photon). Table 1.1 provides 

an overview of intranuclear reactions for a general isotope and the intranuclear reaction 

products. 

Table 1.1 Basic intranuclear reactions for general isotopes. 

Reaction Description Equation 

Alpha Decay 
4He atom (α-particle) is 

emitted 
XZ

A → YZ−2
A−4 + He2

4  

Beta Decay 
Neutron converts to proton, 

emitting an electron 
XZ

A → YZ+1
A + e−1

0  

Positron Emission 
Proton converts to neutron, 

emitting a positron 
XZ

A → YZ−1
A + e1

0  

Photon emission 
Nucleus de-excited emitting 

a high energy photon (γ-ray) 
XZ

A ∗ → XZ
A + γ 

Fission 
Nucleus splits releasing 

photons and neutrons 
XZ

A ∗ → AZ1
A1 + BZ2

A2 + γ + n 

 

On the other hand, particle–nucleus interactions are the primary subject of active 

interrogation. Unlike intranuclear reactions, these particle–nucleus interactions occur when an 

external entity (i.e. elementary particle or nucleus) enters within the effective range of the 

strong and/or weak force (on the order of 10–15–10–18 m) and interacts with that nucleus. In 

general, these interactions are described by the incident particle/nucleus, target nucleus, and 

resulting states and/or emissions. However, many of these share common qualities and may be 

categorized into the following: (a) elastic scattering (i.e. the incident body transfers some 

energy to the target nucleus and the total kinetic energy is conserved), (b) inelastic scattering 

(i.e. the incident body and/or target nucleus absorbs some of the kinetic energy, resulting in an 
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altered/excited state), and (c) absorption (i.e. the incident body is absorbed by the target 

nucleus, resulting in an altered, often excited state). In any case where either the incident body 

or the target nucleus is left in an altered/excited state, some probability exists for the nucleus 

to undergo de-excitation via the emission of secondary particles or nuclei. Table 1.2 provides 

a general description for relevant particle–nucleus interactions for a general isotope. 

Table 1.2 Basic particle–nucleus interaction descriptions for general isotopes 

Interaction Incident Particle Description Equation 

Elastic Scattering 
neutron kinetic energy is 

conserved 

XZ
A + n+→ XZ

A + n 

photon XZ
A + γ → XZ

A + γ 

Inelastic 

Scattering 

neutron energy is absorbed by 

the nucleus 

XZ
A + n → XZ

A ∗ + n 

photon XZ
A + γ → XZ

A ∗ + γ 

Absorption 
neutron particle is absorbed 

leaving nucleus in and 

excited state 

XZ
A + n → XZ

A+1 ∗ 

photon XZ
A + γ → XZ

A ∗ 

 

From this point on, any further reactions are technically intranuclear reactions, but since 

many of these secondary de-excitations occur within femtoseconds they are often considered 

intrinsically part of the primary interaction. These excited states are also more variable than 

the unstable ground states that result in intranuclear reactions, giving way to intranuclear 

reactions that only occur following a nuclear interaction with an external body. A particularly 

exciting reaction—probably the most scientifically and historically significant absorption 

interaction of the 20th century—results in fission, often induced by a neutron or photon being 

absorbed by an actinide such as 235U, after which the excited nucleus splits into two daughter 

fragments releasing a large amount of energy (200 MeV from 235U fission). It is important to 
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note that fission does not require interaction with an external particle, as fission is inherently 

an intranuclear reaction which may be stimulated by a particle–nucleus interaction. In fact, 

some isotopes, such as 252Cf, have an extremely high spontaneous fission rate (approximately 

2 × 1013 Bq. ∙ g–1). 

The distinction between intranuclear reactions and particle–nucleus interactions is blurred 

by the numerous possible interaction chains that may occur with a large number of atoms. 

Consider the following scenario: a single nucleus undergoes a spontaneous intranuclear 

reaction, emitting a 4He nucleus (α-particle) which then interacts with a 9Be atom in the 

material, fusing, and releasing a neutron. This particular reaction is exploited to create high-

activity neutron sources by combining isotopes with a high rate of alpha decay (e.g. 239Pu) with 

isotopes with high probability for (α, n) reactions (e.g. 9Be). The possible nuclear reactions and 

interactions and combinations thereof are so numerous that they are only discussed further as 

they become relevant to this thesis. However, it is important to note the distinction we have 

made between reactions and interactions; too often this distinction is washed over, and 

numerous interaction–reaction chains are simplified into single events, especially when the 

time between the interaction and reaction is incredibly small (~10–15 s). For more general 

information on these reactions/interactions, please see Radiation Detection and Measurement, 

by Glenn F. Knoll or visit the online Evaluated Nuclear Data File libraries. 

1.3. Nuclear Properties Specific to SNM 

According to Title I of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, SNM is defined as uranium 

enriched in the isotopes of 233U or 235U, or any isotope of plutonium. All of these isotopes are 

fissile, and thus fissionable. Herein lies an important distinction: fissionable refers to materials 
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that may undergo fission (i.e. split into two daughter isotopes) either spontaneously or via 

interaction with an incident neutron or photon, whereas fissile refers to a material that is 

capable of sustaining nuclear fission. However, for a material to be fissile requires sufficient 

quantities and/or specific geometrical configurations with other material (e.g. neutron 

moderating baths in nuclear reactors). Of all the fissionable isotopes (isotopes with atomic 

numbers ≥82), only a select few are fissile, most notably 235U and 239Pu and hence their use in 

power and weapon technologies. These two isotopes, 235U and 239Pu, are the primary topic of 

discussion in this thesis and will be referred to interchangeably as SNM. 

There are three major properties that make SNM fissile and useful: 1) their large cross 

section for neutron-induced fission, 2) their neutron production per fission event, and 3) the 

large amount of energy released in a fission event. Sustained fission requires a sufficient 

number of neutrons generated per fission event and a high likelihood for these emitted neutrons 

to cause a sequential chain of fission events. This is possible with 235U and 239Pu because their 

cross section for thermal neutron-induced fission is very large (>103 barns) relative to the 

number of neutrons emitted from a fission event (2–3 neutrons on average). The cross-sections 

for neutron- and photon-induced fission for isotopes 235U and 239Pu are shown in Figure 1.1 

including the photon-induced fission cross-sections [2]. The third property, the energy released 

per fission event, is what makes this sustained fission process useful in numerous applications. 

The immense amount of energy released (upwards of 200 MeV per fission) can either be 

converted to heat in a medium and used to power a thermal engine, or contained and released 

in the blast of a nuclear warhead. For reasons discussed later in Chapter 2, it is also the 

fissionable nature of SNM which provide us with a way to detect their presence. 
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Figure 1.1 Induced fission cross sections for 235U (RED) and 239Pu (BLUE) for both photon-

induced (DASHED) and neutron-induced (SOLID) fission [2]. 

When an isotope undergoes fission, two large fragments of the nuclei are emitted with 

equal and opposite momenta. These daughter fragments, shown in Figure 1.2 for thermal 

neutron-induced fission of 235U, are left in excited states which undergo further decay 

processes, emitting additional neutrons and photons corresponding to the energy of the 

excitation states of the fragments [2]. These secondary emissions occur within up to hundreds 

of seconds following the fission event, and are referred to as delayed emissions. In addition to 
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daughter fragments, a number of photons and neutrons are emitted within femtoseconds of the 

fission event. These immediate photons or neutrons are referred to as prompt emissions. 

Prompt and delayed neutrons and photons are, in general, the particles that are most commonly 

exploited to determine the presence or absence of an SNM, as covered in Sections 2.2.3.1–

2.2.3.2. Alternative methods for SNM detection that do not rely on fission will be discussed in 

Section 2.2.3.3. 
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Figure 1.2 Thermal neutron-induced fission product yields for 235U [2] 
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The daughter fragments shown in Figure 1.2 are discrete isotopes. However, these isotopes 

and their associated states are often considered—in a sense—to be a property of the SNM, as 

they are specific to the isotope that underwent fission. Emissions from the decay/de-excitation 

of such fragments and their use for the detection of SNM will be further discussed Chapter 2. 

The SNM signature, a combination of delayed and prompt photon and neutron emissions will 

be of importance to numerous methods of detecting SNM in the maritime environment. It is 

this fissionable nature which makes them useful that also makes them a threat, and provides a 

unique signature for their detection.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

2. DETECTION OF SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIALS 

Since the use of SNM in weapons and energy is common knowledge, limiting their use is 

largely a matter of intelligence—knowing who is using these materials and for what purpose. 

Although international policies exist to restrict the availability and use of SNM, enforcement 

of such policy requires effective methods for the detection and/or identification of illicit SNM. 

This chapter provides a general overview of methods for the detection of SNM via active 

interrogation, a brief review of the prior art in the field, and leads into the future use of 

moderating spectrometers for these efforts. 

2.1. Passive Detection vs. Active Interrogation 

There are numerous methods and approaches for detecting illicitly transported SNM, all of 

which fall into two major categories: passive detection and active interrogation (and 

combinations thereof). Passive detection is, in the most general sense, any method in which 

the detected signature of the SNM’s presence is a spontaneous, or passive, quantity that 

requires no external stimulus. Hence all passive methods rely on intranuclear reactions, rather 

than particle–nucleus interactions. The most common example is detecting the spontaneous 

radiative emissions from the decay or spontaneous fission of an SNM (e.g. detecting the 187.5 

keV photon from 235U α-decay). However, other methods exist that fall under the umbrella of 

passive detection that rely on macroscopic properties of the SNM, such as determining the 

density of the material via gravitational gradiometry [3]. Methods such as gravitational 
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gradiometry and all other non-nuclear passive methods will not be discussed any further in this 

thesis.  

In contrast with passive interrogation, active interrogation is any method which 

incorporates an external stimulus to produce a detectable signature of the SNM. Thus, these 

methods rely primarily on particle–nucleus interactions as opposed to intranuclear reactions. 

The external stimulus may take the form of a photon or neutron source that interacts with the 

SNM, temporarily increasing the SNMs emissions or stimulating new emissions. A common 

example of this is using a neutron source to induce fission in the SNM, temporarily increasing 

its activity, and measuring the neutron or photon emissions thereof. Generally, any stimulus 

that produces a measureable signal of any kind can be considered an active interrogation 

source. However, methods involving non-nuclear interrogation sources such as acoustic 

imaging are outside the scope of this thesis. 

2.1.1.  Limitations of Passive Detection 

Passive detection methods for detecting radioisotopes are common throughout the 

dosimetry and research and development industries where strong sources are common. The 

colloquial phrase—time is money—holds true in these applications; hence radioisotopes with 

large emission rates are desirable to shorten experimental run times and thus costs. The 

majority of the dosimetry industry exists to support such experiments and to protect the 

scientists involved from dangerous levels of radiation. These high levels of radiation are, in 

general, not difficult to detect. The vast majority of the radiation detection equipment is 

designed to quantify and qualify sources, rather than pushing the limits of detecting weak 

sources. In contrast, detecting weak sources in open or unknown environments is the primary 
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objective in nuclear security applications, as the SNM is likely intentionally hidden via neutron 

and photon shielding. Scientists and engineers in this field must expect anyone in the business 

of illicit transport of SNM to put forth significant effort to shield SNM and/or use those 

isotopes with low passive emission rates in order to avoid detection. It is the scientist’s job to 

overcome such efforts by pushing the limits and developing methods for the detection of 

weakly emitting and/or shielded SNM.  

Despite the fact that both 235U and 239Pu spontaneously undergo fission, passively detecting 

their presence—especially in small quantities—is not so simple. Although 239Pu is passively 

detectable given even moderate amount of neutron shielding, 235U is not, largely because the 

specific activity of 235U (7.77x104 Bq. g-1) is six orders of magnitude less than that of 239Pu 

(2.294x1010 Bq. g-1).  The detectable emissions of 235U consist primarily of α-decay photons. 

These decay photons are insufficient in energy and intensity to escape even small amounts of 

high-Z material (i.e. high atomic number), making their detection virtually impossible given 

even near-zero background [4]. Therefore, detecting small amounts of 235U requires a 

stimulating radiation source to increase its emissions to a detectable level. For this reason, 

special attention will be given to 235U in this thesis. 

2.1.2. Relevant Physics for Active Interrogation 

There are three basic stages of relevant physics for active interrogation: 1) source physics, 

2) target and environment interaction physics, and 3) sensing and detection physics. Figure 2.1 

demonstrates the operational relationship between the source, target, and detectable quantities.  
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Figure 2.1 Phenomenological illustration of the active interrogation method. Interrogation 

radiation (LEFT) is sourced to stimulate a response in SNM in the target (MIDDLE), creating 

a superposition of induced background, sourced background, and induced foreground (i.e. 

SNM signature) which may be measured (RIGHT). 

This section of the thesis focuses primarily on the interactions between the interrogating 

source and the environment—which may or may not contain SNM—and leaves interrogating 

sources and detector physics for Section 2.2. It is important to understand the reactions between 

the interrogating source and the benign environment, and their difference from those 

interactions between the source and SNM. The signals resulting directly from the sourced 

radiation (i.e. sourced background) and those resulting from interactions between the source 

and the benign environment (i.e. induced background) will be referred to as the active 

background. The signals resulting from interactions between the interrogating radiation and 

the SNM (i.e. induced foreground) will be referred to as the SNM signature. The following 

sections will serve to outline a selection of the many possible interactions relevant to active 

interrogation. 
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2.1.2.1. Benign Environment Interactions 

Before discussing the source interactions with the environment, we must at least have some 

idea of what comprises the environment. Although it is expected for the maritime cargo 

environment to be highly variable, some assumptions can be made about its primary 

constituents. We can expect that the maritime environment will contain air, water, ship metals, 

and cargo materials. The air and water are easy to approximate, consisting primarily of H, O, 

N, and C, all at their natural isotope abundances. Ship steel is also straightforward as it consists 

mainly of Fe with trace amounts of C. The cargo is the hardest to define, but based off of 

common organic and inorganic compounds, we should expect more of the same materials 

above with the addition of Al to account for its abundance in the trade industry. Combining all 

of these elements and paying special attention to the cargo materials and water, we can 

approximate the material of a cargo ship as AlFe(CHON)2 [5]. This material is used as a 

surrogate for the maritime cargo environment throughout the rest of this thesis. 

The interrogating source interacts with this environment surrogate on two levels: 1) non-

radiative elastic scattering and 2) radiative interactions. Non-radiative elastic scattering is any 

scattering event in which kinetic energy is conserved and the interrogating radiation loses or 

gains energy via an interaction with nuclei in the environment (including scattering with the 

SNM). Such interactions may contribute significantly to the measured signal depending on the 

method’s source–detection scheme.  

Concerning neutron interrogation, the increased background due to source scattering 

consists primarily of neutrons which are down-scattered by the environment. Specifically, the 

H atoms—given their >103 barn cross-section for thermal neutrons—contribute to an increased 
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background at energies less than or equal to the interrogating neutron energy. This is only of 

direct concern if the detection scheme involves detecting neutrons of such energy (e.g. neutron 

interrogation at 14.1 MeV combined with neutron detectors sensitive to 14.1 MeV or below). 

Figure 2.2 demonstrates the scattering of neutrons off the surrogate with a density of directly 

0.3 g cm-3, loosely based on the expected cargo densities. Three interrogation energies, directly 

2.7 × 10–7, 8.3 × 10–2, and 2.2 MeV, were selected to show the dependence of the down-

scattered neutron energy and source–detector time-of-flight on the interrogation energy.  
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Figure 2.2 Scattered neutron fluence per time bin resulting from three different neutron 

energies striking a AlFe(CHNO)2 target corresponding to the benign active backgrounds. 
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The scattering of photons with the environment is in effect much like neutron down-

scattering. However, unlike neutrons, photons interact with the environment on the atomic and 

nuclear level. Hence, the non-radiative scattering interactions of the photon source consist of 

Compton scattering events in which the photon energy decreases, as well as inverse-Compton 

scattering, in which the photon energy increases. Inverse scattering plays a very small role in 

the sourced background, given that the amount of energy transferred to the photon—on the 

order of eV—is much less than relevant interrogation energies in the MeV range. Thus, 

Compton scattering is the primary cause of non-radiative scattering of photons contributing to 

the sourced background. 

The second type of source–environment interactions—those that produce radiative 

emissions—consist of non-elastic scattering and other particle–nucleus interactions. For 

neutron interrogation, non-elastic scattering events, which transfer energy to the nucleus, 

undergo a decay process emitting a photon (or other particles). These photons are often emitted 

at discrete energies and are of significant importance in neutron-interrogation photon-detection 

schemes. 

Neutrons may also be absorbed by a nucleus, leaving the nucleus in an excited state, which 

upon de-excitation may: 1) emit a photon, 2) emit a number of neutrons, or 3) emit another 

particle such as an alpha particle. The process of absorption is also referred to as neutron 

capture in many texts. The photon emitted from these de-excitations may contribute to the 

delayed active background because they may occur long after the interrogating neutrons have 

subsided. The most notable in the maritime environment are the  

1H(n,γ)2H and 16O(n,p)16N*  16N*(,γ)16N reactions which emit 2.2 and 1.95/2.82/6.92 MeV 
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photons, respectively (note 16N* emits photons at 10 discrete energies, only the three most 

probable were given) [2]. 

For photon interrogation, the same interaction types are true, with photons being the trigger 

for the excited nucleus. However, photons have an additional interaction in which the de-

excitation of a nucleus results in the emission of a neutron, which is referred to as photoneutron 

production. Photoneutron production results from the energy of the photon exceeding the 

binding energy of a neutron within the nucleus. Upon excitation, the nucleus releases a neutron 

whose energy is equivalent to the difference in the interrogating photon and the binding energy 

of the most weakly bound neutron. In this context, the binding energy of the weakest bound 

neutron in a ground state isotope is referred to as the photoneutron threshold. Low-Z neutron-

containing nuclei such as 2H (i.e. deuterium) and 9Be have particularly low photoneutron 

thresholds of ~2.2 MeV and ~1.7 MeV, respectively. Thus, the presence of such isotopes in 

the environment may contribute significantly to the active neutron background when photon 

sources above a few MeV are used. A very common isotope in the maritime environment, 56Fe, 

has a photoneutron threshold of just ~7.6 MeV. Most other common isotopes, including 12C, 

14N, 16O, and 27Al have photoneutron thresholds in the ~8–20 MeV range [6]. Thus, once the 

interrogating radiation source exceeds ~10 MeV, photoneutrons contribute significantly to the 

active neutron background, becoming problematic when neutron detection is used in 

combination with photon interrogation.  

Despite the vast number of possible radiative interactions possible with neutron or photon 

interrogation, there are a few important relationships to keep in mind. Photon emissions are of 

primary concern to the active background when photons are also involved in the detection 
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scheme. The same holds true for neutron emissions when neutron detection is part of the 

detection scheme. The emission of other particles may contribute to the active background with 

both photon and neutron detection schemes, as the emitted particle may interact with other 

isotopes in the environment, causing secondary photon or neutron emissions. Further details 

on the relevant contributions to active background will be covered in sections 2.2.1–2.2.5 as 

they become relevant to specific interrogation source and detection schemes. 

2.1.2.2. SNM Interactions 

Scattering, photoneutron production, characteristic absorptions and emissions, and all other 

interactions described in Section 2.1.2.1 also occur between the SNM and the interrogating 

source. Few of these are useful as a means to determine the presence of SNM, due to their 

similarity with benign interactions. That being said, the SNM interactions of significance are 

best understood by their contrast with source interactions with the benign environment.  

As described in Chapter 1, the ability for SNM to undergo fission is an incredibly useful 

property, which in this case can also be exploited for their detection. Since both 235U and 239Pu 

readily undergo fission upon thermal neutron bombardment—and to a lesser degree via high-

energy (above ~6 MeV) photon bombardment—the products from fission are the most sought-

after particles for determining the presence of such SNM. Detecting these emissions is only 

possible if the benign environment interactions differ in time, energy, and/or space from the 

fission emissions. Unlike the active background, the SNM interactions with interrogating 

radiation can be broken into three major components: 1) the scattered neutron flux, 2) the 

prompt fission emissions, and 3) the delayed emissions. Figure 2.3 demonstrates these three 

constituents in the neutron fluence resulting from neutron striking a 25kg sphere of uranium 
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enriched to 93.2% 235U. Three mono-energetic neutron energies were used:  

2.7 × 10–7, 8.3 × 10–2, and 2.2 MeV (the energies used shown in Figure 2.2). Note that the 

prompt and delayed photon emissions are not shown.  
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Figure 2.3 Scattered, prompt, and delayed neutron emissions resulting from three neutron 

interrogating energies incident on a 25 kg sphere of HEU. The scattered and prompt fission 

neutrons are only distinguishable for low interrogating energies (<1 keV). The delayed 

neutrons are virtually always distinguished by their long duration following the fission 

event(s). 
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The prompt and delayed emissions are those which are most readily measurable for to 

determine the presence of SNM. However, distinguishing these emissions from the active 

background is particularly difficult their overlap in both the time and/or energy domain.  

The prompt emissions, either photons or neutrons, are most readily distinguished from the 

active background in the energy-domain. While the energy of the active background is largely 

dependent on the interrogating radiation and environment, the energy of prompt fission 

neutrons can be approximated by the Watt spectrum, shown in  

Figure 2.4 for 235U and 239Pu, along with the actual spectrum for both isotopes [2]. Note 

that the Watt spectrum is used as a simplifying approximation of the real spectra, despite its 

lower peak energy. The energy of the prompt neutron emissions—and to some extent the 

prompt photon emissions—are largely independent of the fission mechanism. In other words, 

regardless of the interrogating radiation’s energy, the prompt photon and neutron emissions 

will be approximately the same.  
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Figure 2.4 Real and Watt approximation of the prompt fission neutron spectrum for thermal-

neutron-induced fission in 235U and 239Pu [2]. 

If an interrogating neutron source is used, the contrast between the prompt fission neutrons 

and an interrogating neutron source is maximized when the interrogating energy is kept below 

1 MeV. This ensures sufficient contrast in the energy domain between the prompt fission 

neutrons—which peak in intensity above 1 MeV—and the interrogating neutron energy. 

 If an interrogating photon source is used, the contrast is maximized when the interrogating 

photon energy minus the photoneutron threshold in the environment is less than ~1 MeV (refer 

to the previous Section 2.1.2.1 for further discussion of photoneutron production). 

Interrogating photon sources must exceed ~6 MeV in order to induce fission in SNM. This 
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places a lower bound on the interrogating photon energy for the detection of SNM via fission 

emissions. 

Unlike the prompt emissions, the delayed emissions are most readily distinguished from 

the active background in the time-domain. As discussed in Chapter 1, the daughter fragments 

which result from fission are often left in excited states, which emit either photons or neutrons 

(or other less relevant particles) during de-excitation. These delayed emissions continue for up 

to ~100 seconds after the interrogating radiation and active background have subsided. 

However, the delayed emissions are significantly less intense. There are also approximately 

100 times fewer delayed neutrons than prompt neutrons per fission. The total time-integrated 

number of delayed photons emitted per fission are approximately equal to the prompt photons 

emitted per fission [7]. However, they are easily shielded by high-Z material. Thus, both 

delayed neutrons and photons exist and are easily distinguished from the active background in 

the time domain, but their low overall intensity and ease of shielding make their detection 

problematic. For a more detailed overview of the SNM signatures, please see T. Gozani’s work 

Fission Signatures for Nuclear Material Detection [8].  

2.2. Methods for Active Interrogation 

Numerous methods of active interrogation have been developed over the last decade which 

use various interrogating sources, interaction physics, and detection schemes. For an active 

interrogation method to be effective, it must meet certain operational and performance criteria. 

The performance criteria involve the effectiveness of method in stimulating sufficient 

emissions in the SNM for the detection scheme to confirm the presence or absence of SNM. 

The operational criteria not only involve the method’s effectiveness in determining the 
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presence of SNM with high confidence and a low false-alarm rate, but also involve minimizing 

sociopolitical and economic consequences of the method’s implementation. Considering these 

sociopolitical and economic consequences is a necessary evil as many methods have a cost of 

implementation that is too high, not only in terms of the equipment itself, but more importantly 

because of its interference with the flow of commerce and/or risk of high radiation doses to 

personnel. Hence, it is important to realize that although a method for active interrogation may 

be very effective in the laboratory, the method’s implementation into a real-world scenario 

may quickly become impractical. This includes methods that require that the maritime cargo-

supply chain be bottlenecked which is not always feasible, especially in ports where no such 

infrastructure exists. In such a case, the supply chain would inevitably be altered and 

potentially slowed, impinging upon the flow of commerce. Alternatively, methods which may 

be implemented in-transit are ideal because of their negligible effect on the flow of commerce; 

international cargo vessels are ocean-bound for significantly longer periods of time than they 

are landed in seaports. Furthermore, in-transit methods provide a way of detecting SNM long 

before it reaches US borders. Although there may be legal limitations to the implementation 

of active interrogation in international waters, such considerations are excluded from this 

thesis. The primary aim of the following sections is to provide a scientific overview of various 

methods of activation and opinions of the author to speak toward the efficacy of each method 

in terms of its versatility and operational feasibility.  

The active interrogation methods discussed here will be described in terms of the three 

levels described in Section 2.1.2: 1) the interrogating source and related parameters, 2) the 

physical interactions with the target material and environment, and 3) the detected particle 
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and/or physical parameters associated with SNM detection. There are two interrogating 

sources that this thesis will focus on: photons and neutrons. Other methods exist that use muons 

and/or high-energy ions as the interrogating source, but these sources are excluded from this 

thesis [9–13]. Neutron- and photon-based active interrogation are further referred to as active 

neutron interrogation (ANI) and active photon interrogation (API). 

2.2.1. Neutrons as Interrogating Sources 

Currently, there are four major neutron sources that have potential as ANI sources: 1) 

spontaneous fission and (α,n) sources (wide-spectrum, peaking in fast 1–10 MeV range), 2) 

fusion-based sources (approximately monoenergetic at 2.45 and 14.1 MeV), 3) photoneutron–

based sources (variable and tunable), and 4) kinematically collimated (p,n) sources (sub-MeV). 

Since neutron-induced fission in SNM occurs over a wide range of energy (peaking at thermal 

energies for 235U and 239Pu), the neutron sources used may also vary greatly in energy; 

however, their need to penetrate low-Z shielding limits the effectiveness of low energy 

sources—even 100-keV neutrons are greatly attenuated by 5 cm of polyethylene—unless no 

shielding is present, in which case passive detection is equally effective. 

Spontaneous fission and (α, n) sources rely on the inherent properties of specific 

radioisotopes. Spontaneous fission sources must have a high specific activity to be effective in 

active neutron interrogation. For example, 252Cf has a specific activity of 1.92 × 1013 Bq. ∙ g-1 

and on average 3.7 neutrons are generated in each event, and thus even in small quantities this 

source emits a very large number of neutrons per second (7.1x104 neutrons ∙ s–1 ∙ ng–1). The 

other source type that falls into this category, (α, n) sources, consist of a combination of an 

alpha-emitting isotope and 9Be. The 9Be fuses with the emitted alpha-particle forming 12C and 
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emitting a neutron (e.g. 241Am9Be). These sources are common in the laboratory as well as in 

oil well logging applications. However, the energy of the neutron emissions are fixed by the 

properties of the isotopes used, and can only be down-scattered in energy by using 

combinations of neutron moderators and/or absorbers. Additionally, these sources cannot be 

turned off. Thus, they do not only require additional efforts to contain them while not in use, 

but also restrict the active interrogation parameter space by excluding pulsed interrogation 

schemes. 

The second source type, fusion-based neutron sources, are currently popular in the ANI 

field. These sources use linear accelerators which ionize and accelerate deuterium and/or 

tritium onto a deuterium or tritium target, and upon fusion of the two light isotopes, a neutron 

is emitted. These sources emit an approximately mono-energetic distribution of neutrons at 

2.45 MeV and 14.1MeV for D-D and D-T fusion respectively. Due to improvements in linear 

accelerators, some commercial man-portable versions of this technology can achieve a neutron 

emission rate of 106 and 108 neutrons per second for D-D and D-T fusion, respectively. The 

fact that these neutron sources are so small and portable makes them incredibly versatile in 

maritime applications—both in sea-port or in-transit interrogation scenarios. Furthermore, they 

can be tuned to emit neutrons in a continuous mode, as well as pulsed modes with a tunable 

frequency and duty cycle [14]. This makes them ideal for methods such as differential die-

away analysis, which will be discussed in Section 2.2.3.1. The major downside to these devices 

is their energy lower bound, requiring neutron moderators and/or absorbers if an interrogation 

of less than 2.45 MeV is desired. 
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These fusion sources can also be modified to create an associated particle, or tagged, 

neutron source. This modification provides information about the time-of-emission and 

trajectory of the sourced neutrons by detecting the time and trajectory of the alpha particle 

emitted in the fusion process. The neutron trajectory and time-of-emission is then known with 

good precision since the neutron and alpha are emitted simultaneously and in nearly opposite 

direction [15–20]. This modification provides an additional level of insight into the source 

neutrons to be exploited by the detection schemes, either in the form of time-of-flight, 

coincidence, or depth-imaging techniques. 

Like fusion-based neutron sources, photoneutron-based sources rely heavily on linear 

accelerator technology. In general, high-energy photons for photoneutron sources are 

generated by a bremsstrahlung source, which are directed at a low-Z target, such as deuterium, 

releasing a neutron as described further in Section 2.1.2.1 [21–25]. The intensity of 

photoneutron sources is limited primarily by the electron accelerator technology, often 

requiring room-sized equipment to produce sufficient photon fluxes on the target—which is 

not only expensive—but operationally impractical in active interrogation applications. 

Bremsstrahlung generators are described in further detail in Section 2.2.2. 

The final neutron source is yet another linear-accelerator-based technology. Kinematically 

collimated light-nucleus (p,n) and sources rely on the acceleration of protons on to light nuclei, 

such as 7Li, which then absorbs the proton and emits a neutron. By using protons with an 

energy just above the 7Li(p,n)7Be reactions threshold (1.88 MeV), the neutrons emitted can be 

constrained to a 60-deg forward cone [26, 27]. However, the neutrons emitted from this 

reaction have energies between about 10 and 200 keV, which are attenuated significantly by 
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low-Z material such as HDPE—in which the mean free path for 200 keV neutrons is ~1.3 cm. 

Such an upper limit on source energy makes these sources ineffective at inducing fission when 

the SNM is surrounded by large amounts of low-Z cargo or intentional shielding. There are 

numerous light-nuclei reactions (including D-D and D-T fusion) other than the 7Li(p,n)7Be 

which also may be used to generate higher energy neutron sources which may prove useful for 

active interrogation in the future [28].  

Although each of the sources has advantages, there are major limitations in their 

implementation. Of all these sources, D-T and D-D fusion-based sources appear to be the most 

commercially developed and effective in terms of: 1) size, cost, and weight constraints, 2) 

neutron emission rates and tuning abilities, and 3) neutron energies sufficient for inducing 

fission in shielded SNM. Section 2.2.3.1 covers current methods using various neutron sources 

described above.  

2.2.2. Photons as Interrogating Sources 

There are two major photon sources that have potential as API sources: 1) bremsstrahlung 

sources, 2) characteristic reaction gamma sources. Unlike using neutrons as interrogating 

sources, photons must exceed ~6 MeV in energy to induce fission in SNM. This limit is 

referred to as the photo-fission threshold. However, since fission is not the only phenomenon 

exploited by many API techniques, interrogating energies much less than 6 MeV are not 

uncommon. The following sections will provide an overview of the two source technologies 

described above, and discuss the backgrounds and SNM interactions associated with such 

sources. 
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The first, and arguably most common, API source is bremsstrahlung generators. 

Bremsstrahlung generators use a linear electron accelerator to accelerate an electron beam to a 

desired energy toward a metal target—commonly comprised of tungsten or tantalum. Upon 

incidence, the electrons scatter within the metal target, generating a photons as the electrons 

decelerate. The maximum energy of the bremsstrahlung photons is equal to the maximum 

energy loss of the electrons—that is, their kinetic energy upon striking the metal target. Since 

numerous scattering events occur between the electron beam and the metal target, the resulting 

spectrum is wide in energy and peaks in intensity at energies much less than the maximum 

energy.  

The second type of photon source, characteristic reaction gamma sources, exploits particle–

nucleus interactions that emit characteristic photons as the interrogating source [29, 30]. 

Common interaction examples include 19F(p,αγ), 13C(p,γ) and 11B(p,γ), emitting 6–7, 9.2, and 

12.2 MeV, respectively. These photon energies have limited photoneutron contributions to the 

active background, while still being sufficient to generate photo fission in the SNM. 

2.2.3. Overview of Detection Schemes 

Detection schemes can be divided into two major categories: 1) detection schemes that rely 

on the fission of SNM and emissions thereof, and 2) methods that rely on non-fission-based 

processes and/or emissions. Fission-based detection schemes make use of the prompt and 

delayed neutron and photon emissions in an attempt to identify the presence of SNM in the 

environment.  Alternatively, non-fission-based methods rely on some other property specific 

to SNM, or even materials specific to SNM shielding, to determine the presence of the SNM. 

The most common property exploited by such non-fission-based methods involve methods to 
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determine the atomic number and/or density of the material in a target volume. The following 

Sections 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.2 will cover a selection of the most viable fission-based neutron and 

photon detection schemes, and Section 2.2.3.3 gives a brief overview of some non-fission 

based detection schemes. 

2.2.3.1. Fission-Based Neutron Detection Schemes 

Fission-based neutron detection schemes may be categorized by whether the method seeks 

to detect the prompt fission neutrons, delayed decay neutrons, or combinations thereof. Prompt 

neutron detection schemes are generally difficult because both prompt fission and active 

background emissions peak simultaneously. On the other hand, delayed neutron detection 

schemes aim to begin collection after virtually all of the active background has subsided, and 

collect for longer periods of time to measure a small increase in the background due to delayed 

decay emissions from the SNM. Delayed neutron schemes determine the presence of SNM by 

precisely quantifying the active background in the absence of SNM, and then looking for any 

statistically relevant increase in the neutron background following interrogation with an SNM 

present. It is important to note here, that a careful measurement of the active background is not 

always possible in all applications, especially when the environment is as dynamic as a cargo 

vessel or sea-port.  

Prompt-Neutron detection schemes 

Detection schemes that exploit the prompt fission neutron signature rely on either: 1) 

measuring neutrons whose energy exceeds that of the active background—neutron energy 

threshold methods—or 2) measuring the prompt fission neutrons immediately after the 
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interrogating radiation has ceased, effectively only capturing the tail-end of the prompt fission 

neutron emissions—differential die-away analysis (DDAA). These two approaches to 

measuring the prompt neutron emissions are discussed in the following sections. 

Energy Threshold Techniques 

Neutron energy thresholds are relatively simple to understand. The method requires 

neutron detectors with high sensitivity to neutrons above an energy cut-off—greater than or 

equal to the bulk of the active neutron background energy but less than the maximum fission 

neutron energy—and very low sensitivity below that energy [27, 31–38]. In conjunction with 

ANI sources, the energy cutoff must be set above the interrogating neutron energy, and below 

a significant portion of the fission spectrum. The majority of prompt fission neutrons for both 

235U and 239Pu exceed approximately 1 MeV, thus interrogating neutron sources of <1 MeV 

are ideal in terms of distinguishing the active background from the SNM fission neutrons. Such 

low-energy sources have the additional benefit of inducing more fission in the SNM, due to 

the increasing cross-section of neutron-induced fission for both 235U and 239Pu with decreasing 

neutron energy. However, low-energy neutrons are less effective at penetrating neutron 

shielding due to their relatively short mean free path in hydrogenous materials (in HDPE the 

mean free path is ~2.9 cm for 1 MeV neutrons and ~4.8 cm for 2.43 MeV neutrons) [2]. 

Therefore, it may be beneficial to move toward higher energy neutron sources in conjunction 

with this method, sacrificing some of the fission spectrum, but gaining additional shielding 

penetration. This comes with a cost: increasing the interrogating energy results in increased 

active background as higher energy benign interactions become available (e.g. 9Pb(n,Xn) and 

56Fe(n,Xn) reactions), making it more difficult to discern higher energy fission neutrons from 
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the benign background. For high-energy neutron sources to be effective with threshold 

techniques, versatile high-efficiency neutron detection systems with the ability to distinguish 

between energies in the >1 MeV range are needed.  

In conjunction with interrogating photon sources, neutron threshold techniques are 

surprisingly similar to those using interrogating neutron sources. The primary distinctions here 

are that the neutron sensitivity cutoff must be placed above the photo-neutron background—

rather than the interrogating neutron energy—and, unlike neutron-induced fission, photon-

induced fission only occurs with a photon energy of 5–6 MeV or greater. Not only are higher-

energies required, but the cross section for photon-induced fission, or photo-fission, is much 

smaller than that of neutron-induced fission (please refer to Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1 for SNM 

induced fission cross sections). Furthermore, photons are much easier to shield than neutrons 

due to their incredibly short mean free paths in high-Z materials such as Pb, supporting the use 

of even higher energy photon sources. Ultimately, limitations in neutron energy threshold 

techniques in conjunction with API are not unlike those in conjunction with ANI—the high 

energy requirement creates a significant active background—in this case, consisting of 

photoneutrons—which require neutron spectrometers with improved resolution in the >1 MeV 

energy range and/or limited sensitivity to neutrons below the photo-neutron active background.  

Differential Die-Away Analysis 

Another prompt neutron detection scheme, differential die-away analysis (DDAA), avoids 

some of these issues by emphasizing the nature of the SNM’s neutron signature as a function 

of time. This method exploits the change in the rate at which the neutron flux decreases (i.e. 

die-away) in the presence of an SNM. By interrogating with a pulsed high energy neutron 
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source (e.g. 14.1 MeV D-T electronic neutron generator) and collecting neutrons as a function 

of time between pulses, an increase in the die-away time can be determined when an SNM is 

present. While the neutron generator is on, the induced fission and active background peak. 

Immediately after the neutron source is turned off, both the benign active background and the 

SNM fission signature die away at predictable, but different rates [39–42]. The SNM and the 

environment effectively “couple,” which continues to induce fission for a short period in the 

SNM even after the neutron source is turned off. Interestingly, this die-away consists not only 

of prompt fission neutrons (~80%), but also a significant portion of delayed decay neutrons 

(~20%) [43]. Additionally, DDAA only requires a portable electronic neutron generator (ENG) 

and a thermal neutron detector (e.g. 3He-based proportional counter) modified for increased 

sensitivity in the ~1 MeV range, making this approach one of the more versatile methods. 

However, the major limitation of this method is threefold: 1) it requires calibration of the active 

background in the absence of the SNM to properly characterize the die-away of the benign 

active background, 2) by only measuring between pulses on the neutron generator, the peak 

intensity of prompt fission signature is thrown out, and 3) a relatively small amount of neutron 

absorbing material (e.g. borated rubber) completely eliminates the coupling of the SNM and 

environment, destroying the die-away signature of SNM [44]. Regardless, it must be noted that 

no other method exists that better exploits the prompt fission neutron signature with a versatile 

source–detection system. Outside of DDAA, detecting the prompt fission neutron signature 

while using neutron sources has been plagued by the active background beyond practical 

application, and it is the opinion of the author that any neutron-based detection scheme in 

conjunction with neutron interrogation should make use of the DDAA approach. 
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Delayed Neutron Detection Schemes 

Although the delayed neutron signature is approximately 100 times less intense than the 

prompt neutron signature, delayed neutrons still hold some promise for the detection of 

unshielded SNM. These methods, rely on detecting neutrons emitted from the decay of 

daughter fragments following fission [45–47]. The major benefit of this approach is the 

delayed neutrons are emitted up to 100 seconds following the interrogating radiation and active 

background has subsided. Thus, a very small number of neutrons exceeding the natural 

background may confirm the presence of SNM. In general, this approach is similar to energy 

threshold techniques, using neutron detectors with energy sensitivities peaking in the ~1 MeV 

range and above since the low energy active background lingers for a longer duration than the 

fast neutron background. Another issue arises from the shielding of SNM, where the delayed 

neutrons suffer from the same problems as passive detection—insufficient shielding 

penetration.  

2.2.3.2. Fission-Based Photon Detection Schemes 

Photon-based detection schemes rely on drastically different physics than neutron-based 

detection schemes. This is true on two levels: 1) the photon-generating physics indicative of 

SNM, and 2) the physics of photon detectors and spectrometers. On the first level, the photons 

emitted by numerous reactions and interactions are quantized—the photon emitted has a 

characteristic energy indicative of its origin. On the second level, photon detectors and 

spectrometers have significantly better resolution than neutron spectrometers. Resolutions on 

the order of a few percent of full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) are not uncommon for many 

gamma spectrometers. In other words, the energy of the detected photon can be determined 
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within a few percent with high confidence. On the other hand, the energy resolution of neutron 

spectrometers requires post processing and sacrifices in efficiency to be even meagerly 

accurate. The energy resolution achievable, combined with the specific energies of relevant 

photon emissions, makes for vastly different approaches in photon-based detection schemes. 

Delayed Photon Detection Schemes 

The majority of photon-based detection schemes have avoided prompt fission photon 

detection and spectrometry altogether. Instead, many methods rely on the delayed photon 

emissions from specific decay-chains arising from common fission fragments.  By measuring 

photons long after the interrogating neutron or photon source—and active background—have 

subsided, gamma spectrometers can be used to not only detect the presence of increased photon 

fluxes due to fission, but identify specific decay-chain isotopes [48–58]. Another benefit of the 

resolution obtainable with this scheme is the ability to distinguish fission-decay photons from 

materials that may be activated in the environment, as the activated benign materials in the 

environment will have distinctive differences in energy from the delayed fission photons 

However, despite the accuracy of the physics and detectors involved in delayed-photon-based 

detection schemes, these schemes—much like passive detection methods—suffer from the 

delayed signature photons’ inability to escape photon shielding materials. Thus, although 

delayed-photon detection is effective and highly accurate when the SNM is unshielded, they 

are virtually useless at detecting shielded SNM, especially low quantities of SNM.  
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2.2.3.3. Non-Fission Based Detection Schemes 

The following sections will provide a brief overview of active interrogation techniques 

which do not rely on fission within the SNM. These methods exploit the change of the 

interrogating radiation as it passes through a target material, and aim to detect specific changes 

in the absorption and/or scattering of interrogating radiation due to the presence of SNM. As 

an aside, many of these methods require conveyor-like implementation, in which the target 

container or material is passed through the interrogating source and “scanned” for SNM 

signatures. And although operational constraints are not the primary concern of this thesis, it 

is important to note that such systems will have limited versatility in maritime security, as they 

require bottlenecking the cargo supply chain. Furthermore, these methods would be difficult, 

if not impossible, to implement while the cargo is in-transit. For completeness, a brief overview 

of these methods is included. As technological and implementation constraints change, these 

methods may prove useful. 

Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence 

Unlike other methods covered thus far, nuclear resonance fluorescence (NRF) uses the 

resonance features in the photon cross sections for isotopes to determine their presence. These 

resonance features are unique regions of the cross section at which the probability for an 

interaction increases and/or decreases dramatically with respect to very small changes in 

incident energy. In effect, the probability for interaction is very specific to the incident energy 

in these resonance regions. Nuclear fluorescence occurs when a photon is absorbed by the 

nucleus and immediately after a photon is re-emitted with the same energy. What is useful in 

this process is that the direction of the emitted photon is independent of the direction of the 
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incident photon. Thus, a wide-spectrum photon source, such as a bremsstrahlung source, can 

be used to interrogate a target while high-resolution gamma spectrometers placed adjacent to 

the target can measure these resonant fluorescence photons. This results in a set of peaks 

corresponding to the resonance features of isotopes present in the target. Since numerous 

isotopes, including 235U, have these resonance features, a measurement of the peaks 

corresponding to SNM resonances confirms their presence [59–61]. Furthermore, this method 

can be combined with radiography techniques. There are additional techniques which involve 

a transmission detector, and surrogate materials in order to approximate the quantity of the 

materials detected by the NRF measurements [62, 63]. 

NRF, although both clever and capable of determining with high-fidelity the presence of 

SNM, specifically 235U, suffers from the same problems as many other methods in active 

interrogation—complex and large deployment schemes. NRF requires a bremsstrahlung source 

which are not particularly versatile, and a slew of detectors adjacent to and/or opposite the 

bremsstrahlung source. Although this method may work in choke-point conveyor-like 

implementation schemes, it’s limited by its lack of versatility. 

Radiography and Z-Based Imaging 

Radiography and Z-based imaging use photons as an interrogating source and a photo-

sensitive screen or array of detectors to measure the transmission of the source through the 

target. Regions within the target with the greatest density—and highest atomic numbers—will 

correspond to the greatest attenuation of the interrogating radiation. Thus, the density profile 

of the target can be measured. The photon sources used in these methods are most commonly 

bremsstrahlung sources, with peak energies of 10 MeV or less.  
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Another form of radiography exists which combines two bremsstrahlung sources, offset in 

energy, in order to interrogate cargo and measure the ratio of the attenuation between each 

photon source [64]. This approach exploits the mass attenuation for high-Z materials such as 

Pb. For many common materials such as steel and plastics, attenuation is approximately linear 

over a wide range in energy. On the other hand, Pb attenuates low-energy photons 

disproportionately more than it attenuates high-energy photons. By interrogating at two photon 

energies (e.g. 6 and 9 MeV), an attenuation ratio can be measured and the high-Z materials can 

be identified with more accuracy and precision. 

The major downside to any form of radiography and Z-based imaging is the requirement 

for large bremsstrahlung sources and large detector arrays. The size of the detector array is 

approximately equal to the size of the interrogated volume; thus, to image an entire cargo 

container, one needs a cargo-sized detector array. This can be mitigated by moving a smaller 

detector array alongside the cargo container, however, this increases the scan times. Currently, 

the most common approach is to bottleneck the supply chain and send each container through 

a one-dimensional scanner to generate density images of the container.  

2.3. Exploiting Multiple Degrees of Freedom 

By this point, it should be apparent that detecting SNM in any shielded or unshielded 

configuration is not a simple problem. Problems of this magnitude are often referred to as 

wicked problems, due to the incomplete, contradictory, and changing requirements. There are 

numerous methods that have all chipped away at the problem, but none are comprehensive in 

terms of versatility and effectiveness at detecting SNM in any configuration. If a single 

conclusion could be made from the numerous methods of SNM detection, it would be that the 
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most effective method(s) will require combinations of interrogating sources, interaction 

physics, and/or detection schemes. Many of the methods described previously could be 

improved by their marriage with other method(s). 

2.3.1. Active Interrogation Parameter Space 

In lieu of the complexity of the methods described thus far, Figure 2.5 lays out an abbreviated 

parameter space for SNM detection using active interrogation. Sources are located at the top 

and divided into energies at which different physical interactions with the background and 

SNM become relevant. Photon sources with energies less than ~2 MeV fall into the 

radiography-based sources, with low-to-zero probability for inducing fission or photoneutron 

backgrounds, and limited shielding penetration. Photons with energy between ~2 and ~6 MeV 

are useful in radiography techniques but also produce a photoneutron background in low-Z 

isotopes such as 9Be and 2H. However, 2–6 MeV photons are still insufficient in energy to 

induce photo-fission. At interrogating photon energies of ~6–10 MeV, both photoneutron 

production and photo-fission will occur, but the energy of the photoneutron background will 

be limited to ~4 MeV or less (with the exception of the presence of large amounts of 9Be and/or 

2H, in which case the photoneutron background may exceed 7 MeV). Above 10 MeV, 

numerous common isotopes will start producing photoneutrons, and the photo-fission will also 

be at its highest intensity.  
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Figure 2.5 Illustration of the SNM detection via active interrogation properties and phenomena 

parameter space 

The neutron sources have been divided primarily on their ability to penetrate shielding and 

the backgrounds they induce. Neutron energies of ~0.1 MeV or less have very limited shielding 

penetration, and produce the largest amount of fission in unshielded SNM. Such sources are 

of significantly less energy than the prompt and delayed neutrons, which could prove useful in 

neutron-energy threshold techniques. At these energies, numerous absorption reactions may 

occur with the benign environment, which contribute to the photon and neutron active 

backgrounds upon de-excitation. Interrogating neutrons with energies between 0.1 and 2.5 

MeV may penetrate small amounts of low-Z shielding and induce fission, and overlap in 

energy with a significant portion of the prompt and delayed neutron energies. Above 2.5 MeV, 
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shielding penetration is maximized, however, neutron energy threshold techniques are no 

longer viable as the interrogating energy exceeds the prompt and delayed neutron energies. 

Using either photon or neutron sources, neutrons and/or photons can be detected to 

determine the presence of SNM. However, more important are the underlying physical 

quantities and properties of the detected particles, and the physical phenomena from which 

they arise. The physical properties of the detected particles fall into three major categories: 1) 

the particles time-of-detection relative to other important parameters, 2) the spatial nature of 

the particle, and 3) the energy of the particle. The time-of-detection can be correlated with the 

source timing, or source-detector time correlation. Methods including detecting between 

source pulses (DDAA) and detecting long after the source (delayed neutron/photon detection) 

use source-detection time correlation. Alternatively, the time-of-detection of multiple detected 

particles can be correlated, giving way to methods involving multiplicity measurements. The 

detected particles’ spatial properties (i.e., their trajectory and/or origin), contain information 

on both the location of emission source and—to a lesser extent—the sources’ spatial nature 

(i.e., whether or not it is localized or distributed in the environment). For example, a method 

may utilize the spatial nature of the detected particles in order to voxelate the target container, 

or determine approximately the location of the SNM by measuring the trajectory of the SNMs 

emissions. The spatial nature of the incident radiation will be given further discussion in 

Chapter 4. The third—and perhaps the most important—particle property is its energy, which 

is exploited by virtually every method of active interrogation in one way or another. Neutron-

energy threshold techniques are a prime example of determining the presence of SNM by the 

energy signature alone.  
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These properties of the detected radiation—time-correlation, spatial, and energy—describe 

the complete detection parameter space. But more importantly, it is these three properties 

which enable one to determine the occurrence of a physical phenomenon indicative of either 

benign materials or SNM. Interactions with the benign materials in the target/environment can 

be equally as important as specific SNM signatures, as it is often necessary to characterize the 

phenomena occurring in both in order to determine the presence of SNM. These phenomena 

fall into four major categories: 1) changes in the interrogating source radiation, or delta-source, 

2) excitation and/or activation, 3) characteristic reactions or interactions, and 4) fission.  

The first is the simplest of these phenomena, involving a measureable change in the 

interrogating source radiation due to interactions with the target. These changes in the 

interrogating radiation can be measured directly, or as a byproduct of the detection scheme 

involving the same form of radiation (i.e. neutrons or photons) as the interrogating source. 

Radiography and many atomic-Z based methods are prime examples of the use of measuring 

changes in the source to provide information about the target. By measuring the transmission 

of the source radiation through a target, they can quantify the amount of absorption within the 

target to approximate its density or atomic make-up. On the other end, methods such as DDAA 

indirectly measure a change in the sourced radiation, but only in order to discard it as 

background. 

Excitation and/or activation phenomena are particularly important for determining 

background levels and/or determining the presence of common materials used to shield SNM, 

such as Pb. Excitation and/or activation encompasses a large number of absorptions and 

inelastic scattering events, which result in additional radiative emissions. This includes photo-
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neutron production, (n,γ) reactions, (n,Xn) reactions, and (γ, γ) reactions. The list of possible 

excitation/activation interactions that are common in the maritime environment is too extensive 

to be covered in great detail in this thesis, and those that are of importance can be found within 

the previous sections describing interrogating sources (Sections 2.2.1–2.2.2) and detection 

schemes (Sections 2.2.3.1–2.2.3.3). 

A sub-class of excitation/activation phenomena is characteristic phenomena. These are 

particular excitation and/or activation phenomena that result in a characteristic, or unique, 

signature indicative of the presence of specific isotopes. For example, NRF exploits 

characteristic fluorescence resonances in the cross sections of specific isotopes for 

identification via (γ,γ) reactions. Similarly, delayed photon detection schemes often employ 

the detection of characteristic decay products indicative of the presence of fission fragments, 

and thus fissionable material.  

In short, the purpose of Figure 2.5 is to provide a map of the possibilities and complexities 

within active interrogation. Ideally, this will provide insight into many of the possible 

interactions available to be exploited by future methods, as well as creative combinations 

thereof. The detection of SNM is very much a wicked problem, as there are numerous 

contributions to measurements that overlap in time, energy, and space, and only a handful of 

measurements that can be used to determine the presence of SNM. All of this is on top of the 

ever-changing limitations and criteria due to the maritime environment and implementation 

requirements. The problem is not what can be achieved in an isolated laboratory, but rather 

what methods can be feasibly applied to real-world scenarios and achieve a high confidence in 

the presence of SNM with a very low false-alarm rate. Such a method will require a detection 
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scheme that is both versatile and capable of measuring all three of the detected particle 

properties—that is, the particles energy, time, and trajectory or spatial origin. The rest of this 

thesis focuses on one class of device, moderating neutron spectrometers, which are capable of 

measuring all three said properties in regard to SNM detection in the maritime environment.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

3. MODERATING NEUTRON SPECTROMETERS FOR SNM DETECTION 

Moderating neutron spectrometers have been largely ignored as feasible solutions to 

detecting SNM via active interrogation in the maritime environment, primarily due to the 

limited versatility of previous designs (e.g. Bonner spheres). Such devices required a large 

number of sphere configurations (consisting of moderating and absorbing plastics and metals), 

which either had to be deployed simultaneously or manually reassembled between each 

measurement. This limited their effectiveness to applications of radiation dosimetry, in which 

static and/or predictable radiation environments were commonplace, a far cry from the 

complicated and nuanced active background of a cargo ship or seaport. However, the invention 

of multiple-detector designs, among other improvements in spectral capabilities and versatility, 

has opened up the use of such devices for new applications, including detecting the SNM 

neutron signature. The first part of this chapter provides an introduction to the moderating 

neutron spectrometer and improvements made by using multiple detectors within a single 

device. The second part covers the efforts of the author to optimize said spectrometers 

specifically for detecting SNM signatures by simulating virtual moderating neutron 

spectrometer responses via Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code (MCNP) and using genetic 

algorithms to optimize the detector positions for improved energy resolution and efficiency. 

The function and details of MCNP are outside the scope of this thesis; please refer to Volumes 

I–III of the MCNP User Manual for further details. 
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3.1. Introduction to Moderating Spectrometers 

Moderating neutron spectrometers rely on neutron down-scattering within hydrogenous 

materials to extract information about the neutrons’ incident energies. This is accomplished by 

placing high-intrinsic-efficiency thermal neutron detectors within various configurations of 

neutron transport materials (i.e. neutron moderating, absorbing, and in some cases, multiplying 

materials). Although neutron energy is not directly measured by the detectors, each transport 

material configuration—whether it be a sphere, cylinder, or any other solid geometry—

provides a unique neutron–energy response due to its unique internal scattering/absorption 

profile. From these unique response functions the incident neutron energy, flux, and in specific 

cases, direction can be determined (more information on directional neutron detection is 

provided in Chapter 4). The following sections: 1) provide an introduction to using multiple-

detector moderating neutron spectrometers instead of the single detector Bonner spheres, 2) 

discuss the process of extracting the incident neutron energy information from the response 

matrix and measurement, and 3) provide an overview of the nuances in taking time-based 

measurements with such devices.  

3.1.1. Multiple Detector Moderating Neutron Spectrometers 

Moderating neutron spectrometers have been in use since the invention of Bonner spheres 

in the 1960’s. Bonner spheres consist of a single, large thermal neutron detector (e.g. 3He 

proportional counter) placed within a sphere of neutron transport material—most commonly 

combinations of HDPE, cadmium, boron loaded plastics, lead, and iron. These materials are 

selected to either moderate, absorb, or multiply portions of the incident neutron spectra. 

Although these devices are capable of extracting incident neutron energy spectra, the overall 
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design and optimal detector/moderating configurations has remained virtually unchanged until 

the last two decades, and many are still in use today [65–67]. However, these devices have a 

number of limitations. Their single central detector design requires either reassembly of the 

sphere for each transport material configuration or a separate device for each configuration, 

limiting their versatility. Given this requirement, it is beneficial to limit the number of Bonner 

sphere configurations (and thus response functions) to reduce the total number of devices 

and/or measurements required for neutron spectroscopy. Mathematically the opposite is 

beneficial—it is ideal to design the response matrix to maximize the number of unique 

response functions (i.e. sphere configurations), creating a trade-off between versatility and 

accuracy. Furthermore, considering only those spectrometer configurations with a single 

central detector restricts the scientist from fully exploiting the nature of neutron scattering and 

absorption within the transport material configuration. 

This trade-off between versatility and ideal response matrices is largely eliminated by the 

invention of small, ~500 μm thick detectors, such as 6LiF-based microstructured 

semiconducting thermal neutron detectors (MSNDs), which allow many detectors to be placed 

within a single transport material configuration [68]. Unlike central-detector Bonner spheres, 

in which the uniqueness is a product of the transport material surrounding the detector, multi-

detector spectrometers achieve response uniqueness via the detector positions within the 

transport material. Therefore, a single transport material configuration—if designed 

optimally—provides a unique response function for every detector placed within the transport 

material. Figure 1.1 shows a set of Bonner spheres and their counterpart, multi-detector 

moderating spectrometers. Unlike the Bonner spheres, in which three transport material 
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configurations are used to measure different portions of incident neutron spectra, the multi-

detector moderating neutron spectrometer achieves this with a single device by placing 

multiple detectors throughout the transport material. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Example geometries of three Bonner spheres (TOP) in contrast with a multi-detector 

moderating neutron spectrometers (BOTTOM) 

Cylindrical multi-detector moderating spectrometers have been explored and have 

achieved reasonable energy resolution from 25 meV to 14 MeV while weighing under 20 lbs. 

[69–75].  However, much of the development of such spectrometers has been largely for 

general neutron detection applications (e.g. dosimetry), and their effectiveness after 

application-driven optimization is as of yet untapped. For the purpose of simplicity, this 

chapter will focus on spherical multi-detector moderating neutron spectrometers, in which the 
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detectors are represented by spherical surfaces at various radii, rather than the circular planes 

on the long axis of a cylinder depicted in Figure 3.1. 

3.1.2. Extracting the Incident Neutron Energy 

Arguably the most important feature of multi-detector moderating neutron spectrometers 

is their ability to measure unique neutron responses from which the incident neutrons’ energies 

may be approximated. Calculation of the neutron energy is very specific to the spectrometer 

transport material design and detector placement—that is, every moderating spectrometer has 

a unique set of response functions corresponding to its detector(s) and transport material 

design. These response functions must be determined before any neutron energy analysis is 

possible. Although the response functions would ideally be measured experimentally, tunable 

monoenergetic neutron sources do not exist over a large enough energy range to enable this. 

Instead, these response functions are calculated via MCNP by simulating mono-energetic 

neutron sources—covering the relevant energy range (generally 10–9 to 102 MeV)—incident 

on the spectrometer model.  This set of mono-energetic detector responses makes a single 

neutron response matrix unique to the spectrometer model, having dimensions of energy and 

detector position (both discrete as the energy must be binned according to the desired 

resolution). This response matrix allows one to take a measurement of an unknown source and 

then approximate the incident flux, φ(E), by solving the following equation: 

 

𝑁(𝑑) = 𝑅(𝑑, 𝐸)𝜑(𝐸) (3.1) 
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N(d) is the measured counts on each detector and R(d,E) is the response matrix for a set of 

detectors, d, in E energy bins. However, since the response functions are dependent on the 

messy process of neutron scattering and absorption within the transport material, these 

response functions are not, for lack of a better word, nice to work with. The response matrix, 

regardless of the material configurations, is virtually always non-invertible, and thus numerous 

solutions for the incident flux exist. Methods for solving such linear equations generally 

involve either maximizing the solution entropy and/or approximations of the response matrix 

inverse—a process referred to as unfolding the incident neutron spectrum. More detailed 

information on spectrum unfolding can be found in the work of Matzke [76]. 

3.1.3. Time Resolution 

The semiconducting nature of the 6LiF-based MSNDs allows for detection timing 

resolutions of hundreds of nanoseconds with very little error and/or losses in detection 

efficiency. The limiting factor in these spectrometers is not the detectors’ time resolution; 

rather, their primary time-limited behavior arises from the nature of neutron scattering in 

hydrogenous materials. Since the detectors are only sensitive to thermal neutrons, the time-

resolution is thermalization-time dependent. The moderator effectively blurs the time-of-

incidence on the spectrometer and the time-of-detection within the MSND, making time-of-

flight (TOF) based techniques that require very precise timing resolutions impossible for fast 

neutrons. Effectively, these devices cannot distinguish when the neutron was incident on the 

device versus when the detection in the MSND occurred.  

This blurring of detected time with incident time is demonstrated by Figure 3.2 which 

shows three snapshots of the detector efficiency as a function of radius in a 20-cm sphere of 
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HDPE, following an instantaneous pulse of neutrons equally distributed in energies from 10–9 

to 102 MeV. Each snapshot represents time-binned response and the horizontal axis shows the 

original energy of the incident neutron before thermalization in the moderating sphere. 
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Figure 3.2 Snapshots of the time-dependent response as a function of incident neutron energy 

and radial position within a moderating sphere of HDPE. Each plot (A–F) represents the 

theoretical detector efficiency within a time bin in the simulation (plot titles).  
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 Note that the majority of the thermal and fast neutron flux is lost or absorbed within the 

first 1.9 milliseconds. In active interrogation applications—especially if the interrogating 

source is pulsed—this thermalization time places a constraint on the pulsing sequence and duty 

cycle. Any pulse frequency greater than ~520 Hz would effectively blur the time-dependent 

neutron response, as detections from different pulses would begin to overlap.  

Interestingly, there are undoubtedly energy dependent variations in the time-based neutron 

response. This opens up the possibility of using the time-based neutron response as a secondary 

means of extracting neutron energy information. Although this has not been fully explored by 

the author, it may provide insight into the neutron energy without the use of response matrix 

based unfolding, but this topic will be left for future studies. 

3.2. Moderating Spectrometer Optimization 

In order to design the most suitable moderating neutron spectrometer for a given 

application (e.g. SNM detection), the relationship between transport material configurations 

and detector positions requires optimization. However, optimization is not straightforward 

because we must rely on some property of the response matrix in order to determine how 

optimal a spectrometer design is. Furthermore, the properties of an ideal response matrix are 

not completely independent of the unfolding methods used to approximate the flux. This means 

that certain properties of the response matrix, such as determinedness, condition number, 

number of energy bins, etc. would ideally be optimized for the unfolding method. Despite this 

high specificity of spectrometer optimization, the following sections cover some general 

response matrix properties that are beneficial to unfolding. 
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3.2.1. Response Uniqueness and Solution Stability 

A property of an ideal response matrix is its determinedness—the matrix is either 

underdetermined, determined, or overdetermined. It is determined when its number of energy 

bins is equal to the number of unique response functions (i.e. number of detectors), 

underdetermined when its number of detectors is less than the number of energy bins, and 

overdetermined when the number of detectors exceeds the number of energy bins. Although 

this property appears straightforward on the surface, it arises from a seemingly arbitrary 

decision made by the scientist, as both the number of detectors and the number of energy bins 

are largely up to the spectrometer designer. Either energy bins or number of detectors can be 

increased or decreased, somewhat arbitrarily. Of course, the arbitrary nature of these decisions 

has limits, because decreasing the number of energy bins below the desired energy resolution 

is counter-productive. For example, a response matrix with two energy bins can only be used 

to approximate the flux into those two energy bins—one cannot expect to efficiently resolve 

multiple neutron energies with a single detector. Thus, the selection of an appropriate number 

of energy bins and detectors is highly application-specific, and there may be benefits to 

choosing fewer energy bins and/or detectors while still meeting the desired energy resolution. 

However, detectors and energy bins do have economic and/or computational costs, thus their 

numbers must be optimized, rather than arbitrarily maximized. On an intuitive level, 

determinedness can be understood by thinking about the response functions as sets of linear 

equations. When solving sets of equations, it’s always beneficial to have an equal number of 

unknowns as you have equations, which—in effect—corresponds to response matrices having 

the same number of energy bins and detectors.  
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In reality, this analogy between response functions and sets of linear equations is over-

simplified, and determinedness is by no means the most important feature of the response 

matrices. The nature of neutron scattering, which is inherently messy, results in sets of 

equations that virtually always contain multiple solutions. Thus, approximated solutions for 

the incident neutron flux using moderating spectrometer response matrices are rarely stable. 

That is to say: while different incident neutron fluences may provide the same or similar 

detector responses, a small change in the measured spectrometer response may result in a large 

changes in calculated neutron spectra after unfolding. The reason for this instability lies within 

the broad and overlapping features of the response functions. These features can be seen in 

Figure 3.3, which shows a selection of 30 simulated response functions from detectors evenly 

spaced along the radius of a 20-cm sphere of HDPE. 
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Figure 3.3 Response functions selected from 30 evenly spaced detectors within a 20-cm 

spherical moderating neutron spectrometer. Each response represents the detector efficiency 

normalized to the detector area.  

Numerous response functions in Figure 3.3 are similar and/or their peak energy response 

exists over a broad range in energy. For example, detectors near the outer surface of the sphere, 

in the 15–19 cm range, all have a broad peak response in the 10-7 to 1 MeV range. These broad 

overlaps in detector response, in effect, allow for many solutions for the incident neutron 

fluence arise from the same, or very similar, measured response. For the purpose of this thesis, 

the broad and overlapping features of response functions will be referred to as a lack of 
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uniqueness. Unique response functions would be represented by narrow peak responses at 

varying energies spanning the energy range of importance. 

One property which to an extent characterizes this lack of response uniqueness is the 

response matrix condition number. The condition of the matrix provides a numerical value 

indicative of the number of possible solutions. An ideal condition number of one means that 

there is only one solution to Equation 3.1, regardless of the count distribution. Larger condition 

numbers correspond to less uniqueness between the responses and more possible solutions. 

Generally speaking, moderating neutron spectrometers are far from ideal, and it is not 

uncommon for their response matrices to have condition numbers on the order of 103–107.  

To overcome the limitations of large condition numbers, there are two options: 1) 

mathematical methods used to unfold the incident neutron fluence from the poorly conditioned 

responses, and/or 2) modify the neutron transport material and detector configurations to 

improve the condition number. For 1), as previously mentioned, numerous methods exist 

including ranging from maximizing solution entropy to approximating the response matrix 

inverse. For 2), this requires a method to simulate numerous transport material and detector 

configurations and to compare their response matrices. The rest of this chapter will focus on a 

new approach using virtual detector simulations and genetic algorithms to optimize the 

transport material configuration, and the efficiency and condition number of corresponding 

response matrices.  

3.2.2. Previous Attempts at Spectrometer Optimization 

Previously, multi-detector moderating spectrometer optimization has been performed 

mostly by trial and error. A set of transport material configurations were selected, along with 
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a set of detector positions within the material, and their response functions were calculated and 

compared.  

For example, a volume of transport material with detectors placed throughout would be 

modelled in MCNP—such as a cylinder of HDPE with detectors evenly distributed along its 

length. The transport material (HDPE) would then be swapped out with other neutron 

moderating or absorbing materials, and the spacing of the detectors changed. Then two or more 

sources would be simulated incident on the spectrometer designs. Their ability to resolve 

incident neutron spectra could then be approximated by computing the Pierson cross 

correlation score between the two difference sources for each of the simulated devices  

[69–75]. However, the metrics used in this approach only allowed for a comparison of how 

well two or more spectrometers could differentiate two specific sources, rather than resolving 

general spectra. Thus, the source spectra used had a large impact on the results of these 

simulations. Additionally, the trial and error approach required at least four simulations to 

compare two different spectrometer designs.  

Even if it only required a single simulation for each spectrometer configuration, the number 

of simulations to explore just the detector position space would far surpass what is feasible. 

For a single transport material configuration, finding the optimal detector positions would 

require N simulations in Equation 3.2, where p is the number of possible detector positions 

within the transport material configuration, and n is the number of detectors placed within this 

configuration. 

𝑁 =
𝑝!

(𝑝 − 𝑛)! (𝑛)!
→

20!

(20 − 5)! (5)!
≅ 15500 (3.2) 
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Even with 20 possible detector positions and 5 detectors to be placed, simulating all 

combinations would require over 15500 simulations. Although the ideal number of detectors 

is still unknown, a reasonable number of detectors and positions, such as 30 detectors and 80 

positions, would require over 1021 simulations. Granted, many of these simulations could likely 

be excluded purely on intuition by restricting regions of the spectrometer where we expect 

either poor efficiency or uniqueness. Regardless, the resources required to perform simulations 

and process results from even a fraction of the possible configurations is impractical.  

3.3. Virtual Detectors for Reducing Simulations 

The number of simulations required to brute-force optimize a moderating neutron 

spectrometer is unreasonable. To explore the full parameter space, the number of simulations 

must be reduced by approximation, and even then processing the results requires optimization 

algorithms. This section outlines a new approach to approximate the response functions of a 

given transport material configuration, dramatically reducing the number of simulations 

required.  

3.3.1. The Virtual Detector Method 

The method described herein reduces the number of MCNP simulations required to 

approximate the entire parameter space of the moderating neutron to a single simulation for 

each transport material configuration. Rather than placing all of the transport materials and 

detectors in the simulation, this approach only simulates the transport materials and then 

approximates the detectors response as if they had actually been placed in the simulation. To 
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do so, the transport material configuration is divided into voxels that are geometrically 

equivalent to the desired detectors (microstructured semiconducting neutron detectors, 

MSNDs).  A flat distribution of neutrons are simulated incident on the transport material and 

the average neutron fluence through each of the voxels, or virtual detectors. The product of the 

average neutron fluence and the efficiency-corrected cross section for the detector material, 

integrated over all energies simulated, results in an approximation of the counts that would be 

measured if a detector had actually been placed in the simulation. This allows for any number 

of detector configurations to be explored with a single simulation, therefore reducing the 

number of required simulations to just the number of transport material configurations.  

The virtual detector approach makes one major assumption, that the effect of placing a 

detector within the moderator has a negligible effect on the neutron flux in other regions of the 

spectrometer. In extreme cases, this does not hold true when: 1) in any region of the 

spectrometer, the volume of detectors approaches that of the moderating volume, and 2) the 

detector area in one region completely shadow detector(s) in another region of the 

spectrometer. However, these exceptions to this approximation can be circumnavigated by 

bounding the possible detector positions to eliminate combinations of detector positions that 

would be non-physical. Additionally, for MSNDs, their high thermal efficiency and poor 

epithermal–fast efficiency helps to reduce the range of detector shadowing effects.  

3.3.2. Virtual Detector Input Cards 

A total of 16 transport material configurations were designed in MCNP. Each consisted of 

a spherical volume of HDPE divided into four-hundred 0.5 mm thick spherical shells to 

approximate the thickness of an MSND (0.525 mm). Each shell represents a virtual detector. 
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Optionally, the shells at radii of 5, 10, 15, and 20 cm were reserved for the optional placement 

of cadmium (as per each transport material configuration). Table 3.1 shows the presence and 

location of these cadmium shells in each of the 16 simulated transport material configurations. 

These reserved positions for cadmium were designed to cover a wide range in possible 

locations in order to narrow the ideal locations for cadmium within the device. The MCNP 

parameter study code used to calculate these virtual responses can be found in Appendix A. 

Table 3.1 Locations of cadmium shells within the 20-cm sphere of HDPE totalling 16 

transport material configruations models. 

Transport 
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A point source of 1010 neutrons was simulated at a distance of 1 meter from the center of 

the transport material configuration. The neutrons were evenly distributed in energy ranging 

from 10-9 to 100 MeV divided into 100 logarithmically spaced energy bins, resulting in 5.625 

× 105 neutrons incident on the transport material per energy bin. The average neutron fluence 

through each of the HDPE shells was calculated using an F4 particle-flux tally. The neutron 

fluence product with the efficiency-corrected cross-section of a single MSND was calculated 

to generate a set of 400 virtual detector response functions. These response functions were then 

plotted as a function of incident neutron energy, virtual response function (i.e., virtual detector 
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position), and virtual response magnitude (i.e., virtual efficiency). Further analysis of the 

response matrices using genetic algorithms is discussed in Section 3.4. It is important to note 

that these simulations were designed as a proof of method, rather than a complete optimization 

study. Future transport material configurations will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

3.3.3. Results from Virtual Detector Simulations 

Even without processing the virtual detector response matrices, intuitive results can be 

extracted. Figure 3.5 shows the results from transport material configurations 1, 3, 8, and 16 

from Table 3.1. The results from the other 12 transport material configurations can be found 

in Appendix B. These response matrices were important for visualizing the detector responses 

of a given transport material configuration, providing a new insight into the messy nature of 

neutron scattering. For reference, the geometry of the transport material configurations 1,3, 8, 

and 16 are shown in Figure 3.4.  
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Figure 3.4 Transport configurations 1, 3, 8, and 16. The outer surface of the HDPE sphere is 

represented by dashed red lines, and the Cd shells are represented by solid blue lines. 

1 3

8 16
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Figure 3.5 Efficiency as a function of radial position and incident neutron energy within 

transport material configurations 1 (TOP LEFT), 3 (TOP RIGHT), 8 (BOTTOM LEFT) and 

16 (BOTTOM RIGHT). 

A smooth transition in efficiency over thermal to fast neutron energies can be seen in the 

transport material configuration without Cd (configuration 1) where the response is unaltered 

by the thermal-neutron absorbing Cd. When a shell of the HDPE is replaced with cadmium 

(configuration 3 at 10 cm), the lower energy neutrons (~10–9 to 1 MeV) are absorbed by the 

cadmium and the virtual efficiency to these energies beyond that shell is reduced by many 

1 3

8 16
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orders of magnitude. For neutrons exceeding 1 MeV, the effect of the cadmium on the 

efficiency occurs both inside and outside of the cadmium shell. 

Intuitively, one would expect that the flow of neutrons would be largely unidirectional in 

the direction of incidence, and thus expect the neutron flux to be attenuated only behind a 

neutron absorbing material regardless of neutron energy. While this is true for the lower energy 

neutrons, for faster neutrons the efficiency is equally lost on both sides of the absorbing 

material. This is likely due to the nature of neutron scattering within the HDPE. Unlike thermal 

neutrons, which are already low enough in energy for detection by the MSNDs, fast neutrons 

must be down-scattered. During this process the fast neutrons are buzzing around in all 

directions within the moderating neutron spectrometers. This is not specifically surprising, as 

any neutron only requires two scattering events with 1H to completely reverse its trajectory. 

This is analogous to the drift velocity of electrons through a semiconducting material in that 

the average flow of the neutrons through the HDPE in the direction of incidence is small 

relative to the erratic motion of the individual neutrons. 

The effective range of the thermal absorber, cadmium, for attenuating fast neutrons is 

approximately 2–5 cm in HDPE. Thus, placing detectors within this range of the cadmium is 

counterproductive to maximizing the fast neutron efficiency. This is particularly important for 

designing a spectrometer capable of detecting SNM, as much of the usable fission neutrons 

will fall within the ≥1 MeV energy range. However, the objective is not always so 

straightforward, and the desired response uniqueness may outweigh the benefits of increased 

efficiency to the fast neutron range. Therefore, we need an effective way to analyze the tradeoff 

between response matrix condition number and detection efficiency. The following section 
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covers one such method for analyzing the transport material configurations by using a genetic 

algorithm to select response functions based on their condition number and efficiency. 

3.4. Genetic Algorithms for Response Function Selection 

The virtual detector method generates a virtual response matrix containing all of the 

possible response functions for a single transport material configuration. However, selecting 

response functions from a single transport material configuration and comparing the resulting 

response matrices across multiple transport material configurations is non-trivial. This section 

covers the use of a genetic algorithm to extract the most optimal combinations of response 

functions from the virtual detector simulations, and a method to compare the efficiency and 

condition number of the optimal response matrices across multiple transport material 

configurations. 

3.4.1. Evolutionary Selection of Response Matrices 

The virtual detector approach generates an approximation of all of the possible response 

functions for a given transport material configuration; the task here is to process these response 

functions to select the optimal combinations thereof. The optimization parameter space 

consists of a number of possible response functions (i.e. detector positions), and a desired 

number of responses (detectors), which is easily translated into binary by associating on (1) 

with the selection of a response matrix, and off (0) with the exclusion of that response from the 

selected response matrix. Equation 3.2 demonstrates the binary translation of selection of 2 

response functions, r2 and r1, to form a selected response matrix. 
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(3.2) 

 

Evolutionary algorithms, such as genetic algorithms (GAs), are particularly well suited to 

optimize this binary space [77]. Given a set of possible response functions, the GA’s job is to: 

1) turn a set of detectors on (i.e. add a set of response functions to the response matrix), 2) 

calculate a desired quantity—the fitness metric—from this selected response matrix, 3) reject 

the least fit response matrices, and 4) and breed and mutate (i.e. swap response functions) 

response matrices of the most fit. In GA jargon, the genes of the individuals consist of a 

selection of virtual response functions from the virtual response matrix (i.e., the gene pool). In 

a sense, each individual is a virtual spectrometer design, with an associated transport material 

configuration and a set of detector positions corresponding to the selected response functions.  

3.4.2. Defining a Fitness Metric 

The difficulty with GA optimization is selecting and balancing the fitness metric to drive 

the evolution of the population. This requires describing the sets of response functions with a 

metric that provides the most desirable properties. Although fitness metrics are straight-

forward when only a single property is desired, such as the efficiency, there are numerous 

desired properties of an ideal moderating spectrometer. These properties include: 1) the 

neutron efficiency to a particular energy or energy spectrum, 2) the energy range to be resolved, 
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3) the resolution for specific energies and/or over some range (note that neutron energy 

resolution has yet to be formally defined), and 4) the practical and monetary cost of the system 

(i.e. the weight/geometry of the device and the total detector area/volume). The efficiency to a 

neutron spectrum is easily calculated from the response matrix by folding (i.e. taking the 

product) the desired spectrum into the response matrix and taking its sum. The other three 

properties are not so easily defined. Specifically, the energy range to be resolved, (2), and the 

energy-specific resolution (3) are the most difficult to quantify. Both of these properties are—

to some extent—wrapped into the condition number and the energy binning structure. 

Manipulating the energy bins—for example, using narrow energy bins in regions where the 

most resolution is required, and broad bins in regions of little importance—may emphasize 

certain energy ranges in the condition number. Further discussion of this topic can be found in 

Chapter 5. For simplicity, the practical and monetary costs (4) were not considered outside of 

maintaining a reasonable number of detectors. 

The number of response functions to select was initially left as a variable for the GA to 

determine. However, it quickly became apparent that allowing the GA to determine the number 

of responses was problematic. The condition number drove the evolution toward minimizing 

the number of detectors. This is believed to be in part a result of calculating a condition number 

of an undetermined matrix, which requires use of the pseudoinverse, minimizing the condition 

number as the response matrix tends toward a single response function. On the other hand, 

efficiency drives toward a maximum number of response functions to improve the total 

response (more detectors → greater device efficiency). To prevent the GA from converging on 

either boundary (all possible response functions or a single response function) the number of 
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detectors was fixed at 30. This number of detectors was chosen to provide a reasonable amount 

of variability within the device, and still allow for a physically relevant average spacing 

between detectors of ~0.67 cm.  Ideally, the GA would involve a weighting function to balance 

the number of detectors within some range, however, this was not achieved. Further discussion 

of this is left to Chapter 5. 

While holding the total number of response functions constant, the fitness metric used was 

a linear combination of the condition number and the efficiency, as shown in Equations 3.3–

3.5. Since the condition number is often many orders of magnitude greater than the efficiency, 

the log10() of the condition number was used. 

𝐸𝑤 = ∑∑[𝑅𝑒𝑖 ∙ 𝑊(𝑒)]

30

𝑖

100

𝑒

 (3.3) 

𝐶 = ‖𝑅(𝑒, 𝑖)−1‖ ∙ ‖𝑅(𝑒, 𝑖)‖ (3.4) 

𝐹 =
7 − log10 𝐶

7
∙ 𝐵𝑐 + 𝐸𝑤 ∙ 𝐵𝐸 (3.5) 

 

Ew is the relative efficiency 

R(e,i) is the response matrix 

W(e) is an energy-dependent weighting function 

A(e) is a response-dependent weighting function 

C is the condition number 

F is the fitness metric 

BC and BE are balancing factors for C and E respectively 
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The weighting factors provide another degree of freedom for the GA architecture. The 

energy dependent weighting function, W(e) is used to specify the neutron spectrum to calculate 

the efficiency to. The function used for W(e) was the Watt spectrum for U235 fission neutrons. 

BC and BE are factors used to balance the importance of the condition number and efficiency 

to the fitness metric. If BC is zero, the GA will drive only toward improving the total efficiency. 

On the other hand, if BE is zero, the GA will drive toward improving only the condition number. 

Variations between zero and infinity allow for a custom balance between the two properties of 

the response matrix. This is a very important tool for analyzing the relationship between 

condition number and efficiency. 

3.4.3. Genetic Algorithm Evolution Parameters 

The genetic algorithm was written in Python 2.7 and can be found in its entirety in 

Appendix C. The results described herein used a population size of 100, evolved over 500 

generations. These values were selected to ensure that the initial random population covered a 

sufficient portion of the parameter space, and sufficient generations and mutations occurred 

for each GA to converge on global maximum fitness. Rather than using all 400 possible 

response functions produced by each virtual detector simulation, the GA was restricted to only 

select response functions from every 5th possible response function to ensure a radial spacing 

minimum of 2 mm between any two detectors, reducing the number of possible response 

functions from 400 to 80. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6, showing all 80 of the possible 

detector radii from which the GA selects. The dashed red-lines correspond to radii which are 

reserved for Cd which were off limits to the GA, bringing the actual number of available 

responses to a value between 76 and 80, depending on the presence of Cd. 
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Figure 3.6 Physical representation of the 80 radial detector positions (BLACK SOLID) from 

which the genetic algorithm selects response functions, and the four positions reserved for 

optional Cd placements (DASHED RED). 

The first generation of 100 individuals was created by selecting at random response 

functions from the 80 available. The fitness of each of these individuals was then calculated 
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via Equations 3.3–3.5, and the response matrices whose fitnesses fell within the bottom 50% 

were discarded. The process of gene selection is demonstrated by Figure 3.7. 

  

 

Figure 3.7 Genetic algorithm process beginning with the initial population of random response 

functions. 

One of the response matrices with a fitness in the top 20% was bred with another from the 

top 50% with a probability proportional to their fitnesses. The breeding process was performed 

gene-by-gene—that is, response function by response function—based upon the two mates’ 

fitnesses. For each of the individuals’ genes, a die weighted by the mates’ fitnesses was rolled, 

and the winner passed on the corresponding gene (response function) to the child response 

matrix. This breeding was repeated 50 times to replace the 50 discarded individuals. Each new 

child had a 10% chance to be selected for random mutation. If selected, a die was rolled for 
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each gene with a 1% probability for swapping out the corresponding response function for 

another at random to maintain a total of 30 response functions. In GA jargon, the algorithm 

used a 10% individual mutation rate, and a 1% gene mutation rate, and strong elitism (50%). 

The results from the GA ran on the virtual response matrices from the 16 transport material 

configurations in Table 3.1 are discussed in the following section. 

3.4.4. The Pareto Frontier 

Although some improvement in both the condition number and the efficiency of the designs 

were seen over the course of evolution within the GA, it remained unclear as to whether or not 

the changes seen were indeed improvements over real devices. Each time the genetic algorithm 

was run on a virtual response matrix, the results varied significantly depending on the 

weighting factors of the condition number and efficiency. Figure 3.8 demonstrates the varying 

results from each run of the GA on the same virtual response matrix, optimizing for either 

condition number (circles) or efficiency (triangles). Although the transport material 

configurations—and thus the virtual response matrix gene pool—were identical, the GA would 

arrive at different solutions solely based on the weighting factors used.  
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Figure 3.8 Condition number and efficiency of individual selected response matrices from two 

genetic algorithm runs: One using efficiency as the fitness metric (TRIANGLES) and the other 

using condition number as the fitness metric (CIRCLES). 

The solutions for efficiency vs. condition number driven evolution had two distinct 

features: 1) those from efficiency driven evolution favored an increase the detected density 

near the surface of the sphere and low detector density near the center, and 2) those from 

condition driven evolution favored a balanced distribution of detectors throughout the volume 

of the sphere, as shown in Figure 3.9 for the solid HDPE configuration (configuration 1). The 

response functions corresponding to the detector positions in Figure 3.9 are shown in Figure 

3.10. This is as expected, because the thermal neutron flux from a Watt spectrum peaks in the 
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outer 5 cm of the HDPE sphere, which also correspond to very similar response functions. 

Thus we expect the condition number for a response matrix containing numerous response 

functions in the outer 5 cm of HDPE to be greater, corresponding to less resolution. However, 

the high thermal flux in this region corresponds to improved device efficiency. Hence, when 

the fitness metric is solely dependent upon the efficiency or the condition number, the GA 

converges on two vastly different solutions. Interestingly, when the efficiency and condition 

number were balanced in the fitness metric, the GA arrived at solutions that blended favoring 

detector density in the outermost radii with distributing detectors throughout the volume. This 

demonstrated on an intuitive level that the GA was indeed arriving at solutions for the detector 

positions which were optimizing the efficiency, condition number, or a combination thereof. 
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Figure 3.9 Radial detector positions of response functions for transport material configuration 

1 (solid HDPE) corresponding to a efficiency driven evolution (TOP) vs. condition number 

driven evolution (BOTTOM). The optimal solution for condition number-driven evolution is 

characterized by detectors distributed throughout the volume, where efficiency-driven 

optimization arrives at solutionss containing dense placement of detectors in the outermost 

radii.  
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Figure 3.10 Response functions for the solid HDPE transport material configurations selected 

by the genetic algorithm for efficiency driven evolution (TOP) and condition number driven 

evolution (BOTTOM). 
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 Attempts to balance the efficiency and condition number were largely unsuccessful: each 

run of the GA arrived at different fitnesses even when small changes were made to the 

importances of its constituents. Naively, we believed in the ability of the GA to arrive at a 

configuration which maximized both properties simultaneously. This was true for the initial 

generations of the GA: configurations were found that had improved condition number and 

efficiency over the randomly generated initial configuration. However, at some point, the 

condition number and efficiency became negatively correlated—increasing one property 

required a sacrifice in the other. Because of this, using both properties in the fitness metric 

meant that no single optimal configuration existed, but rather a maximum boundary existed at 

which there is a tradeoff between the condition number and efficiency. 

We had unknowingly stumbled upon a fairly common phenomena when attempting to 

optimize multiple parameters. If the two properties rely on a common limited resource—such 

as a fixed number of response functions—and these two properties have a negative 

relationship, a Pareto frontier exists. The Pareto frontier represents the maximum output of a 

system; in our case, this maximum is a combination of the optimum condition number and 

efficiency. By changing the importance weights of the condition number and efficiency, we 

were unknowingly exploring the Pareto frontier for these transport material configurations.  

We explored the Pareto frontier for each of the transport material configurations simulated by 

varying the importance weights between efficiency and condition number. A total of 272 GA 

runs were performed using 17 varying importances on the 16 virtual response matrices. For 

each virtual response matrix, 2 of the 17 GAs explored the boundaries of the Pareto frontier—

placing zero importance on either condition number or efficiency. The other 15 GAs used 
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importance weights that covered the range between condition number and efficiency. The 

results for these GAs are shown in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11 Pareto fronts for the 16 transport material configurations generated from 272 runs 

of the genetic algorithm while varying the importance of efficiency and condition number. The 

solid HDPE configuration (01, BLACK) had the largest Pareto frontier and was thus the most 

optimal transport material configuration. 

Interestingly, the simplest transport material configuration—the configuration without any 

Cd—demonstrated the largest Pareto-frontier across the board. Regardless of whether this 

design was optimized for efficiency, condition number, or a combination thereof, the solid 
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HDPE configuration achieved greater fitness than any other configuration Although this is 

somewhat of a null result in the sense that the simplest design was optimal, it is important to 

note that the 16 transport material configurations explored in this text were by no means 

comprehensive. These do, however, represent an initial step toward exploring the parameter 

space of multi-detector moderating neutron spectrometers. 

3.5. Closing Remarks on Optimization 

Virtual detector simulations via MCNP offer a significant reduction in the time required to 

simulate a moderating spectrometer transport material configuration. Although the transport 

material configurations simulated via the virtual detector method were limited in their scope, 

they represent an initial study of a small portion of the transport material parameter space, 

laying the foundation for further exploration of spectrometer materials and geometries. The 

stand alone results from these simulations, although preliminary, provide a new way to both 

visualize and intuitively interpret the neutron scattering and absorption profile of transport 

materials.  

In combination with genetic algorithms—or other optimization algorithms—the virtual 

response simulations allow us to explore the optimal properties of any given transport material 

configuration based upon a measure of fitness. In our case, condition number and efficiency 

were selected to drive the evolution, however, these are by no means the only telling fitness 

metrics. Although the condition number correlates with energy resolution, the fitness metric 

should ideally involve a measure of accuracy of a specific energy-unfolding method. However, 

to avoid running a simulation for every individual in the GA, the unfolding method would need 

to be efficient and only require a response matrix and a selected neutron spectrum. Despite the 
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limited scope of the work discussed herein, these two tools provide future works with a method 

for application-driven optimization.     
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CHAPTER 4 

 

4. DETERMINING SOURCE LOCATION 

The third property of the SNM signature, which an effective device for active interrogation 

must be capable of measuring, is the radiative signatures’ spatial nature (i.e. either its particle 

trajectories or origin in three dimensions). Direction of incoming radiation is not only helpful 

in determining the location of the radiation source, but also provides information about the 

nature of the radiation source. Background radiation, scattering, and other sources of radiation 

(including those from interactions with active interrogation sources) spread out in the 

environment will be non-local. Unlike these benign sources of radiation, the active 

interrogation source and the SNM signature will be localized somewhere in the environment. 

Thus, directional methods that are insensitive to omnidirectional radiation sources (or able to 

characterize how tightly localized a radiation source is) may determine the presence of SNM 

with higher confidence based on the signature’s spatial contrast with non-local background 

sources.  

Neutron response vectorization is a method developed to determine the location of SNM 

or other neutron sources. The method exploits the spatial nature of detectors moderating 

neutron spectrometers, and the scattering of neutrons through the moderating volume. The 

following sections will outline the basic principles of neutron response vectorization and 

provide preliminary results to demonstrate its effectiveness in locating general sources. Further 

work is still necessary to marry this method to active interrogation sources due to the 

complexity of the active interrogation neutron background, which will be discussed at the end 

of this chapter. 
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4.1. Introduction to Source Localization 

In the field of radiation detection and dosimetry, there are well-developed methods to 

determine the direction of incoming photons—including Compton scattering cameras, coded 

apertures, and numerous others. Because these methods are fairly well understood, this thesis 

focuses on determining the location of neutrons sources over a wide range in energy. Methods 

for measuring neutron trajectory and/or source location are still relatively new and often 

restricted to specific energy ranges (either thermal or fast). The following section will outline 

the methods which do exist and their contrast with the method of neutron response 

vectorization. 

4.1.1. Prior Art in Neutron Source Localization 

There are a wide variety of methods which aim to detect the location of neutron sources. 

These methods fall into three major categories: 1) methods that determine the trajectory of the 

incident neutrons, 2) methods that determine the location of the source via the r-squared fall-

off of neutron flux originating from a point source, and 3) methods which rely on neutron count 

ratios between separate detectors. Methods that determine the trajectory directly exploit either 

the angular distributions of nuclear reactions within a detector or set of detectors. One such 

method, the neutron scattering camera, exploits the conservation of energy within neutron–

proton collisions in scintillation-based neutron spectrometers. By placing two layers of these 

neutron spectrometers at some distance, the time-of-flight and scattering angle of neutrons 

which are detected by both layers can be measured and the neutrons origin can be restricted to 

an angular cone with some probability. The superposition of numerous probability cones 

allows for a gross imaging of the source location [78]. These methods generally have a small 
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field-of-view (FOV) and poor efficiency because they require the neutron interact with both 

detection layers. Another similar device is the proton recoil telescope. In these devices, the 

trajectory and energy of the proton (after a collision with a neutron) is measured with layers of 

silicon strip detectors. The angle and direction of the protons is then used to determine the 

incident neutrons energy, again with some probability [79]. After numerous events, the neutron 

source can be imaged. Another detector system capable of determining the incident direction 

of fast neutrons relies on tensioned metastable fluids (i.e. bubble detectors) [80–83]. These 

detectors consist of materials which produce bubbles along the track of fast neutrons which 

pass through the tensioned metastable fluid chamber.  

The second approach to determining neutron source location are those that rely on the 

distance-squared fall off in neutron flux. Because a point source emits neutrons into 4π (i.e., 

all directions) the neutron flux falls off as a function of the source distance squared. Thus, the 

location of a neutron source can be determined by measuring the neutron count rates of 

detectors at multiple positions. This can be treated as a simple game of hot-cold (i.e. moving a 

single detector around until the source is found), or as a triangulation problem, in which three 

or more detectors are used and their respective count rates are used to calculate the source 

location. These methods may be improved by using value fusion and spatial statistics [84]. 

The third approach to determining the location of neutron sources relies on using multiple 

detectors cleverly arranged such that the ratio of counts between different detectors is 

indicative of the incidence neutron direction. The simplest of these methods makes use of Cd 

to collimate incident thermal neutrons to a narrow FOV. By placing arrays of detectors behind 

this collimating Cd screen, the incident angle can be determine from the count distributions of 
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the detector arrays [85, 86]. However, this method is only sensitive to the direction of thermal 

neutrons because it relies on the thermal-neutron absorbing Cd for collimation. Another 

approach places thermal neutron detectors on adjacent and/or opposite sides of—or positions 

within—a moderating volume, and measures the count ratios between these detectors. These 

count distributions and ratios provide a Gaussian-like response which peaks on detectors 

nearest the neutron source. By interpolating between these detector positions, the direction of 

the peak response can be predicted [87–89]. The detector systems used in this last group of 

methods, most closely resemble multi-detector moderating neutron spectrometer and could 

benefit from the neutron response vectorization method.  

Ultimately, although these methods existed, none could be applied to moderating neutron 

spectrometers to determine the incident neutron direction over a large range in energy. Many 

of these methods require specialized detectors or complicated arrays thereof, while moderating 

neutron spectrometers only have thermal detectors distributed through a volume of neutron 

transport materials (i.e. moderators, absorbers and multipliers). Thus, we needed to develop a 

method to determine the direction of incoming neutrons with these devices. 

4.1.2. Localization Methods for Moderating Spectrometers 

One of the first neutron direction-determining methods developed for moderating neutron 

spectrometers mirrored template matching methods used for source identification [69–73, 90]. 

Rather than matching source templates only in the energy domain, the approach was expanded 

to incorporate source direction as well. The concept was simple: 1) generate a set of response 

matrices as a function of angle and source type (i.e. a source energy–direction template library), 

and 2) compute the Pierson cross correlation coefficients between an in-the-field measured 
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response and each response template in the library. The Pierson cross correlation coefficient 

of determination provides a numerical value corresponding to how well the two sets of data 

are correlated. Thus, the response template—corresponding to a specific incident neutron 

direction and spectrum—which the highest cross correlation score with the measurement is the 

best candidate for the incident direction and energy spectrum. 

Although this is effective for locating well-defined sources, such as 252Cf or other 

radioisotopes, its effectiveness breaks down in unknown and dynamic environments—and 

especially with dynamic sources like interrogated SNM. The general, unknown source, may or 

may not correspond to an entry in the template library, and in such a case the method will only 

be able to select the most similar direction and spectrum at best, and at worst fail altogether to 

determine the incident source direction. Although this may be mitigated by extensive template 

libraries, ultimately, one cannot guarantee that a source distribution unlike any spectrum in the 

template library will not be misrepresented. 

Another direction-determining method that was tested makes use of artificial neural 

networks (ANNs). These ANNs were trained on a set of incident spectra at varying incident 

angles by giving the ANN a set of inputs (detector counts corresponding to source directions) 

and the corresponding output (i.e. source direction). Once the ANN has been trained on the 

relevant range of energies and incident directions, it is given a new measurement which it 

classifies. In essence, this usage of ANNs is a classification technique, most adept at classifying 

the incident neutron data as one type or another. Much like template matching methods, ANNs 

perform best when the incident neutron spectrum and direction were included in the training 

libraries. When an arbitrary spectrum or direction is included, the performance of ANNs 
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degrades in finding the correct incident neutron direction and energy because it has never been 

trained on that specific input. It is important to note that ANNs are highly dependent on the 

training methodology used, and they may prove highly effective given more time for tuning 

and training an ANN to the problem of neutron source localization.  

In general, both of these methods, template matching and ANNs, suffer from very similar 

problems—they depend highly on a priori information about the expected incident neutron 

spectra and direction. Thus, they have limited effectiveness given the highly dynamic and 

unknown environment and SNM signature in active interrogation applications. An effective 

neutron source localization method must be robust and dynamic, both in its dependence on the 

neutron energy and its ability to discern incident neutron direction with little-to-no a priori 

information. Neutron response vectorization—although still in its infancy—has the both of 

these qualities and is the focus of the rest of this chapter. 

4.2. The Neutron Response Vectorization 

Neutron response vectorization (NRV) was developed intuitively after looking at numerous 

cylindrical spectrometers’ responses to various neutron sources. Over time, one thing became 

apparent: the individual detector responses were always greatest on the half of the spectrometer 

nearest the source, given a sufficiently large moderating volume and even distribution of 

detectors. This asymmetry appeared to be largely independent of the neutron source energy in 

the range of 25 meV to 14 MeV, despite the fact that with faster neutrons, the peak response 

shifts toward the reverse side of the spectrometer. Such asymmetry in the spectrometer 

response was indicative of the source direction, however, there was no method for determining 

the incident neutron direction from the moderating spectrometer response. NRV was 
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developed to determine this direction mathematically—to perform the task that previously 

depended on human intuition. 

4.2.1. The Neutron Response Vectorization Method 

The NRV method makes use of the spatial positions of each of the detectors relative to 

some origin, most often the center of the spectrometer. Interestingly, other position sensitive 

moderating spectrometers that have a binned directional response exist which could benefit 

from this method [91]. The method consists of the following steps:  1) Describe each of the 

detectors by a vector corresponding to their respective location in three-dimensional space, 2) 

adjust these vectors by a set of geometric expansion coefficients to account for asymmetry 

inherent in the detectors’ spatial distribution, 3) normalize the vectors, producing in a set of 

unit vectors pointing toward the adjusted positions of each detector, 4) multiply each of the 

pointing vectors by the corresponding response, resulting in a response vector with a 

magnitude equal to the detectors’ counts, and finally 5) taking the sum of all response vectors, 

resulting in a final vector pointing in the favored direction of the response asymmetry, with a 

magnitude proportional to the degree of asymmetry. Figure 4.1 provides an example of the 

vectors in steps 1–5 using a moderating spectrometer model consisting of 8 arrays of 16 

detectors evenly distributed in cylindrical moderator. A randomly generated count distribution 

favoring the front face of the model was used to generate the response vectors. With such a 

device, where the detectors are distributed within a rectangular prism, the geometric expansion 

coefficients are unity for the component of the vector along the long axis of the rectangular 

prism, and are the length divided by the width for the other two perpendicular components of 

the vectors. In effect, these expansion terms translate the rectangular distribution of detectors 
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into a cubic distribution of detectors (spherical upon normalization), which removes the 

forward–reverse bias inherent to the device’s geometry. This is demonstrated by the contrast 

in Figure 4.1 between steps (1) and (2-3). In contrast, a spherical moderating spectrometer in 

which the detectors are evenly distributed about spherical shells within the sphere would 

require no such expansion coefficients (i.e., they would all be unity). 
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Figure 4.1 The spatial vectors corresponding to the detector positions described in step (1) 

(TOP LEFT). Expanded and normalized pointing vectors described by steps (2-3) (TOP 

RIGHT). The response vectors generated from the product of the pointing vectors and the 

neutron responses as described in step (4) (BOTTOM LEFT). The final resulting vector from 

the sum the response vectors as described in step (5) (BOTTOM RIGHT). 
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Mathematically, this can also be represented in Equations 4.1–4.3 by the inner product of 

the expanded and normalized spatial vectors, �̂� and the response of each of the corresponding 

detectors, �⃗⃗� , resulting in a single vector, �⃗� , pointing in the favored direction of asymmetrical 

counts in the device. The expanded, normalized spatial vectors are represented by the product 

of corresponding detector positions, 𝑟𝑚𝑛, and geometric expansion coefficients, 𝜆𝑚𝑛, 

normalized such that all of the vectors in �̂� are of unit magnitude.  

 

�̂� ∙ �⃗⃗� = �⃗�  (4.1) 

[ 

𝛼11 … 𝛼1𝑛

𝛼21 … 𝛼2𝑛

𝛼31 … 𝛼3𝑛

 ] ∙ [ 

𝑛1

…
𝑛𝑛

 ] = [ 

𝑣1

𝑣2

𝑣3

 ] (4.2) 

𝛼𝑚𝑛 = 𝜆𝑚𝑛𝑟𝑚𝑛 (∑ 𝜆𝑚𝑛𝑟𝑚𝑛

3

𝑚=1

)

−1
2⁄

 (4.3) 

 

Since this method depends on assumptions that are derived from an intuitive understanding 

of neutron scattering within hydrogenous materials, it is virtually impossible for this method 

to be rigorously foolproof, and it must be admitted that anytime the incident neutron energy 

creates a peak response on the far side of the device, the method will inevitably fail. The failure 

of this method is inherently dependent on the size and composition of the moderating volume, 

which are the primary factors in determining the depth of the peak neutron response within the 

device. For many continuous neutron source distributions (e.g. the 235U neutron-induced 

fission spectrum), this is mitigated by the lower energy neutrons contributing to a sufficient 

asymmetry in the forward direction. Furthermore, the size and material composition of 
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transport materials effective at resolving neutrons of relevant energies (i.e. 25meV–14MeV) 

are sufficient to prevent the higher energy neutron response from peaking on detectors opposite 

their direction of incidence.  That is, the peak thermal flux—and thus peak detector response—

falls on the side of the spectrometer most proximate to the source unless the neutron’s 

thermalization depth exceeds half of any one dimension of the transport material configuration.  

4.2.2. Proof of Concept Experiment 

The NRV method was validated experimentally using cylindrical moderating 

spectrometers. Such cylindrical spectrometers will be referred to as compact spectrometers. 

The compact spectrometer consists of 8 arrays of detectors placed at 3.5cm increments. Each 

detector array consists of 16 6LiF based MSNDs (area of 4 cm2 per detector) distributed in a 

square on the front face of the circuit board. 

The entire device was enclosed in aluminum, and used a Nexus 7 tablet as a user interface. 

In order to account for the cylindrical geometry of the device the horizontal and vertical—the 

short dimensions—components of the vectors are multiplied by the length of the spectrometer 

divided by its width, as described in the previous section. Two neutron sources, a 1.05×105 n/s 

252Cf and a 9.6×106 n/s AmBe source, were placed 2 meters from the spectrometer, and moved 

along a circle in 10 degree increments from the forward direction of the spectrometer to the 

side of the spectrometer (maintaining a distance of 2 m). At each of the ten positions, the 

spectrometer collected counts for approximately 90 seconds. The true incident neutron source 

angle and the measured incident calculated via NRV are shown in Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4.2 True source angle vs. measured and calculated angle via NRV method for 252Cf and 

AmBe neutron sources. 

The largest error in the angle calculated from the measured spectrometer response via the 

NRV method was 26.7 and 17.5 degrees for 252Cf and AmBe, respectively. The average error 

was 12.3 and 7.2 degrees for 252Cf and AmBe, respectively. Although the NRV errors were 

larger for the 252Cf source, the 252Cf source emitted nearly two orders of magnitude fewer 

neutrons, thus poorer angular resolution is expected from measurements equal in duration. For 

both sources, the NRV method performed best when the incident neutrons corresponded to the 

spectrometer’s axes of symmetry—either directly in front of the spectrometer (0 deg), at one 

side (90 deg), or directly behind the spectrometer (180 deg). This is thought to be an effect of 
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the axis of symmetry inherent in the device and the geometric expansion coefficients, λmn, 

which are both symmetric about these angles of incidence. Unlike a sphere—which would be 

the ideal model to test this method on—the asymmetry of cylinder or rectangular prism results 

causes a bias in angular response which likely cannot be perfectly accounted for by the 

geometric expansion coefficients. Regardless, these coefficients have a large margin for 

improvement, and tools such as ANNs or other coefficient-solving algorithms could potentially 

improve the geometric expansion coefficients for increased angular accuracy. 

4.2.3. Neutron Response Vectorization for Active Interrogation 

Unlike using NRV for determining the location of a general source, tailoring this method 

to active interrogation applications requires some cleverness. For the purpose of this thesis, we 

focus on using D-T or D-D electronic neutron generators (ENGs) as described in Section 2.2.1. 

One major assumption is made in the following simulation: the spectrometer response directly 

from the interrogating ENG neutron source may be calibrated a priori and then subtracted from 

the measured response. To test this approach, a spherical moderating neutron spectrometer was 

modeled in MCNP which consisted of 525 6LiF MSNDs distributed over 10 spherical surfaces 

enclosed by a solid sphere of HDPE with a radius of 21 cm. For simplicity, each detector was 

approximated by a 1-cm2 portion of each shell, rather than modeling flat detectors on curved 

spherical shells. Because the detectors were distributed spherically, the geometric expansion 

coefficients were all unity. Figure 4.3 shows the layout of the simulations to scale. An 

instantaneous point source of 1010 14.1 MeV neutrons was simulated from 50-cm above the 

spherical spectrometer. Four concrete cubes (grey squares) were distributed asymmetrically in 

the surrounding space at distances varying from 1.73 to 3.54 m. For each simulation, a 25kg 
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sphere of 235U (represented by the target symbols) was placed at five locations throughout the 

space, including within two of the four concrete cubes.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 To-scale layout of the MCNP geometry for the active interrogation scenario 

simulation. 235U locations are represented by target symbols. Concrete cubes are represented 

by grey speckled squares. 

After the instantaneous pulse of neutrons, the spectrometer response to the 14.1 MeV 

neutrons were subtracted out and the direction of incidence determined via the NRV method 

with the intent of determining the direction of incidence of the fission neutrons emitted from 

the 235U after interrogation. Table 4.1 shows the 235U distance from the spectrometer, the error 

in the NRV calculated angle, the total counts, and the count error for each of the five simulated 

235U positions. 
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Table 4.1 Results from concrete block active interrogation scenario using the NRV method. 

235U 

Distance (m) 

235U 

Shielding 

Direction 

Error (deg) 

Total 

Counts 

Count 

Error (%) 

1.73 concrete 1.3 4413 1.52 

2.12 none 5.3 1664 2.45 

3.54 none 40.3 395 5.03 

3.54 concrete 44.9 517 4.40 

2.50 none 48.5 557 4.24 

 Average 28.1 1510 3.52 

 

When the 235U was placed at the two nearest positions to the spherical spectrometer, the 

direction was accurately calculated via NRV within ~5 degrees. However, at further positions, 

the error increased to ~45 degrees. A directional error of 45 degrees is a very large directional 

error, only providing a general idea of which direction the SNM may be. This large error is 

believed to be due to the interrogating neutrons which scatter off the two nearest concrete 

blocks, and blur the directional response of the spectrometer. In effect, when the 235U is within 

the same approximate range of the concrete blocks, the vectorized response is dominated by 

fission neutrons. However, when the concrete blocks are significantly closer than the 235U, the 

vectorized response is dominated by the concrete scattered neutrons. This is a significant 

failure of the method as is, because in a real active interrogation scenario, we must expect an 

even larger contribution from the neutrons scattering off the environment. 

To account for this, the NRV method must be able to distinguish the SNM signature 

neutrons from the benign environmentally scattered neutrons before the NRV can resolve the 

SNM source location. Ideally, this would involve the decomposition of the measured spectra 

into its components, shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 The moderating neutron response as a superposition of the interrogating source 

response (GREEN), the benign environment response (RED), and the SNM signature (BLUE). 

The measured neutron response (BLACK) is a superposition of the background sourced by 

the DT/DD generator (GREEN), the interaction of the ENG neutrons with the environment 

(RED), and the SNM signature—both delayed and prompt (BLUE). Although any given 

moderating neutron spectrometer can be calibrated such that the ENG response may be 

subtracted out, the large benign background induced by 2.45/14.1 MeV neutrons contributes 

significant error to any measurements with a moderating spectrometer. Therefore, it necessary 

for the moderating spectrometer and the NRV method be tailored to discerning this induced 

background from the SNM signature. In Chapter 3, we discussed how the moderating 

spectrometer itself may be optimized for such a task; the rest of this chapter focuses on how 

the NRV method may be tailored to distinguish the environment response from the SNM 

signature response—both of which have a spatial (or vector), energy, and time dimension. 

Tailoring the NRV method requires an additional component to the weighting factors, λmn 

in Equation 4.3, such that the response functions are weighted according to the neutron energy 

for which the direction is to be determined. That is, that those response functions whose energy 
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more closely correlates—in energy—with the benign environment neutrons be weighted 

differently that those responses that more closely correlate with the SNM signature neutrons 

(i.e. fission neutrons). In a perfect world, the moderating neutron spectrometer would be 

optimized such that there are two distinct vectorized response matrices—one representing 

detectors sensitive only to the environment neutrons, and one sensitive only to the SNM 

signature. In this ideal case, two vectorized responses would be calculated, and determining 

the presence of the SNM (and its spectrum) via NRV would be trivial. In reality, this is far 

from the case, and neither the response to the environment nor the response to the SNM 

signature can be perfectly isolated from the other. However, since the measured response is a 

superposition of both the environment and the SNM signature, we need only characterize one 

to obtain information about the other. Thus, if measuring the SNM signature with high fidelity 

is not feasible, but measuring the environment neutrons with high fidelity is feasible, in theory 

the SNM signature can be determined by subtracting the vectorized environment response from 

the vectorized total measured response. In effect, one only needs to accurately measure the 

response of one contribution to the total response—ideally the contribution that is the easiest 

to characterize. 

For now, this concept of determining the SNM location—by accurately measuring the 

device’s response to the environment, and then subtracting that from the total response or vice 

versa—remains hypothetical. The testing and implementation of such a method requires 

further work on two levels: 1) device optimization for improved resolution between the 

environment and SNM signature, and 2) further exploration of vector weighting to highlight 

either the benign environment or the SNM signature. Keep in mind, the essence of this 
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approach is not determining the SNM signature directly from analyzing the neutrons’ energies, 

but rather by the fact that we expect the SNM to be localized, and thus the fission neutrons to 

be localized. Simply by determining an anomaly in the directional profile of the environment 

may indicate the presence of an SNM. However, this approach is new and we have just begun 

to scratch the surface of how it may be applied to numerous applications, including SNM 

detection. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

Preventing the illicit transport of SNM requires methods for detecting SNM, shielded or 

bare, in the maritime environment. There are many nuances in the active background, SNM 

signature, which combined with operational and implementation requirements make a difficult 

objective. Methods for detecting SNM exist, all which have chipped away at specifics of either 

the SNM signature or the method of implementation, however, none are comprehensive and 

foolproof. The following three sections provide closing thoughts on what has been achieved, 

and the opinions of the author on the best directions to move forward in order to improve upon: 

1) general methods for the detection of SNM via active interrogation, and for this application, 

2) techniques for the optimization of moderating neutron spectrometers using genetic 

algorithms (GAs) and 3) neutron response vectorization (NRV) for determining neutron source 

location. 

5.1. SNM Detection via Active Interrogation 

Chapter 2 provided: 1) a review of the active interrogation physics, specifically 

interrogating source interactions with the environment and SNM, 2) an overview of current 

and past active interrogation methods, and 3) a map of the potential sources, detected particles, 

SNM signature properties, and the physical phenomena available in active interrogation. The 

ideal active interrogation method must be versatile and efficient (i.e., high detection confidence 

and low false-alarm rates). To achieve this, it must employ minimal equipment and be man 

portable, while being able to extract time, energy, and spatial information from the SNM 

signature. Although no method described herein meets all of these criteria, all of these methods 
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represent crucial steps in the detection of one or more SNM properties. Measuring these 

properties requires a device that is sensitive to the time, energy, and spatial domains of 

numerous SNM phenomena—prompt and delayed fission products, fission multiplicity, and 

characteristic reactions and their products—and that these degrees of freedom be fused into a 

single detection confidence. 

5.2. Optimization of Moderating Neutron Spectrometers 

Chapter 3 covered the importance of improving methods of moderating neutron 

spectrometer optimization, specifically targeted at measuring SNM signatures. Using virtual 

detectors to explore transport material configurations in the absence of detector materials 

decreases the number of simulations required to explore the detector-position space by many 

orders of magnitude. Alone, the virtual detector method can only be used as an intuitive tool 

for visualizing the virtual response matrices, which is useful for guiding the design of neutron 

transport material configurations. The virtual response matrices of 16 transport material 

configurations were calculated using the virtual detector approach. Each transport material 

consisted of an HDPE sphere with optional cadmium shells placed within it at various radii. 

To extract the optimal detector combinations (i.e., virtual response functions) from the 

virtual response matrix, a GA was implemented using the condition number (for energy 

resolution) and the virtual detection efficiency (weighted to the watt spectrum) as the fitness 

metric. The relative importance of the condition number and efficiency were varied until a 

Pareto frontier was generated for each of the 16 virtual response matrices. Each Pareto frontier 

represented the maximum fitness—a tradeoff between condition number and efficiency. Of the 

Pareto frontiers generated for the 16 transport material configurations, the solid HDPE 
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configuration without Cd had the largest Pareto radius—thus the smallest condition number, 

and largest efficiency possible. 

For future efforts, the design of the GA may be improved to converge solutions in less time 

by manipulating the crossover (i.e. breading) and mutation processes. In this thesis, this 

crossover was performed gene by gene (i.e. response function by response function), however 

there are numerous ways to perform crossover that were not explored. Regarding the mutation 

process, the effective mutation rate was 0.001% (1% of the genes of 10% of the population), 

chosen largely by trial and error. An increase or decrease in the mutation rate could decrease 

convergence on local minima and/or improve the rate at which the GA converges on an optimal 

configuration. 

Another improvement of these methods involves optimizing the transport material 

configuration. Since the virtual detector simulation of the transport materials via MCNP are 

manually designed, they are the limiting factor in exploring the spectrometer design parameter 

space. The 16 transport material configurations herein were designed in order to cover the 

largest amount of parameter space while using as few simulations as possible. The cadmium 

was only allowed to be in four discrete positions, either at 5, 10, 15, or 20 cm radii. Thus, there 

is no guarantee that any of the configurations were ideal. It is believed that, although the solid 

HDPE sphere won overall, an insufficient portion of the transport material configuration 

parameter space was covered by these 16 simulations. Future configurations should involve: 

1) more transport material configurations, 2) more materials with various cross sections for 

absorption and/or neutron-multiplying reactions, 3) larger spatial resolution of these materials 
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(i.e., a number of possible positions which approach the detector position resolution), and 4) 

alternative, or non-spherical, geometries.  

Simulating a large number of transport material configurations before optimization may 

prove to be too time-consuming. The ideal approach would be to fold the virtual detector 

MCNP simulation into a multilayered GA, in which evolution occurs on two levels: the 

transport material configuration level, and the detector position/response function level. This 

may be achieved by: 1) randomly generating a set of transport material configurations, 2) 

simulating the virtual response matrix for these configurations via MCNP, 3) generating the 

Pareto frontiers for each configuration via the methods described herein, and 4) treating the 

Pareto radius as a measure of fitness for the transport material configurations. In effect, the 

algorithm would consist of a detector position GA wrapped inside of a transport material GA. 

This approach may reduce the reliance on human intuition for the transport material 

configuration designs, allowing configurations to be explored which may or may not appear to 

be intuitively beneficial.  

5.3. Neutron Response Vectorization for SNM Detection 

In Chapter 4, a new method, NRV, was discussed for determining the direction from which 

neutrons are incident on moderating neutron spectrometers. In passive detection, NRV has 

proven to be a useful tool for locating spontaneous fission and (n,α) neutron sources. The 

portable neutron spectrometer currently under development employs NRV in order to improve 

the rate at which a source is located for later identification. The major limitation of NRV lies 

within its statistical nature: it requires sufficient counts on all detectors in order to accurately 

determine the source direction. Coincidentally, this reliance on large count rates reduces the 
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effects of omnidirectional background neutrons, but amplifies the effects on localized sources 

of background (e.g. floor scatter).   

In order to improve the NRVs effectiveness, further improvements to the geometric 

weighting factors are necessary for non-spherical spectrometer designs. For non-spherical 

detector distributions, such as a rectangular-prism distribution, the vectors were transformed 

by their lengths and widths into an effective cube distribution. Although this significantly 

reduces the bias along the length of the rectangular distribution, it is far from ideal. 

Determining the true effective position of the detectors will likely require testing each device 

against a number of different neutron source angles and using an algorithm to determine the 

best coefficients for the vector components. 

 Even using spherical spectrometers to avoid geometric biases, the effectiveness of NRV 

in active interrogation scenarios remains poor. The contrived active interrogation scenario 

using 235U and concrete blocks demonstrated minimal capability of determining the location 

of SNM. However, a real active interrogation is significantly more complex in terms of the 

environment. The active background would likely dominate the SNM signature in a real active 

interrogation scenario. To overcome the active background, the spectrometer itself will require 

increased sensitivity to the SNM signature and decreased sensitivity to the active background, 

or the ability to isolate a vectorized response to both. 
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Appendix A 

Virtual response matrices for transport material configurations 1–16. 
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Appendix B 

Virtual Detector Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code (p_study) 

c ********* TITLE: Study of response at 500 

shell depths in 25cm HDPE sphere with 

varrying cd shells 

c 

c 

c @@@ OPTIONS = -outer 

c @@@ OPTIONS = -setup 

c @@@ OPTIONS = -mcnp 'mpirun -n 48 

mcnp5.mpi' 

c @@@ OPTIONS = -mcnp_opts 

'n=scatterballz20.txt' 

c @@@ OPTIONS = -run 

c @@@ OPTIONS = -collect 

c @@@ OPTIONS = -jobdir scatterballz20 

c @@@ mat05 = 3 5 

c @@@ dens05 = ((mat05*-3.8545)+10.623) 

c @@@ mat10 = 3 5 

c @@@ dens10 = ((mat10*-3.8545)+10.623) 

c @@@ mat15 = 3 5 

c @@@ dens15 = ((mat15*-3.8545)+10.623) 

c @@@ mat20 =  3 5 

c @@@ dens20 = ((mat20*-3.8545)+10.623) 

c @@@ sourcex = 100   

c @@@ sourcey = 0   

c @@@ sourcez = 0   

c @@@ particles= 1.0e10     

c @@@ seed = (2*int(rand(1000000))+1)   

c 

c 

c ------------------------------CELL CARDS-----------

--------------------- 

c 

c materials used: 5cm= mat05 10cm= mat10 

15cm= mat15 20cm= mat20 

c 

c -------------------- begin spherical shells 

c 

2001    3    -0.941    -2001     

2002    3    -0.941    -2002    2001 

2003    3    -0.941    -2003    2002 

2004    3    -0.941    -2004    2003 

2005    3    -0.941    -2005    2004 

2006    3    -0.941    -2006    2005 

2007    3    -0.941    -2007    2006 

2008    3    -0.941    -2008    2007 

2009    3    -0.941    -2009    2008 

2010    3    -0.941    -2010    2009 

2011    3    -0.941    -2011    2010 

2012    3    -0.941    -2012    2011 

2013    3    -0.941    -2013    2012 

2014    3    -0.941    -2014    2013 

2015    3    -0.941    -2015    2014 

2016    3    -0.941    -2016    2015 

2017    3    -0.941    -2017    2016 

2018    3    -0.941    -2018    2017 

2019    3    -0.941    -2019    2018 

2020    3    -0.941    -2020    2019 

2021    3    -0.941    -2021    2020 

2022    3    -0.941    -2022    2021 

2023    3    -0.941    -2023    2022 

2024    3    -0.941    -2024    2023 

2025    3    -0.941    -2025    2024 

2026    3    -0.941    -2026    2025 

2027    3    -0.941    -2027    2026 

2028    3    -0.941    -2028    2027 

2029    3    -0.941    -2029    2028 

2030    3    -0.941    -2030    2029 

2031    3    -0.941    -2031    2030 

2032    3    -0.941    -2032    2031 

2033    3    -0.941    -2033    2032 

2034    3    -0.941    -2034    2033 

2035    3    -0.941    -2035    2034 

2036    3    -0.941    -2036    2035 

2037    3    -0.941    -2037    2036 

2038    3    -0.941    -2038    2037 

2039    3    -0.941    -2039    2038 

2040    3    -0.941    -2040    2039 

2041    3    -0.941    -2041    2040 

2042    3    -0.941    -2042    2041 

2043    3    -0.941    -2043    2042 

2044    3    -0.941    -2044    2043 

2045    3    -0.941    -2045    2044 

2046    3    -0.941    -2046    2045 

2047    3    -0.941    -2047    2046 

2048    3    -0.941    -2048    2047 

2049    3    -0.941    -2049    2048 

2050    3    -0.941    -2050    2049 

2051    3    -0.941    -2051    2050 

2052    3    -0.941    -2052    2051 

2053    3    -0.941    -2053    2052 

2054    3    -0.941    -2054    2053 

2055    3    -0.941    -2055    2054 
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2056    3    -0.941    -2056    2055 

2057    3    -0.941    -2057    2056 

2058    3    -0.941    -2058    2057 

2059    3    -0.941    -2059    2058 

2060    3    -0.941    -2060    2059 

2061    3    -0.941    -2061    2060 

2062    3    -0.941    -2062    2061 

2063    3    -0.941    -2063    2062 

2064    3    -0.941    -2064    2063 

2065    3    -0.941    -2065    2064 

2066    3    -0.941    -2066    2065 

2067    3    -0.941    -2067    2066 

2068    3    -0.941    -2068    2067 

2069    3    -0.941    -2069    2068 

2070    3    -0.941    -2070    2069 

2071    3    -0.941    -2071    2070 

2072    3    -0.941    -2072    2071 

2073    3    -0.941    -2073    2072 

2074    3    -0.941    -2074    2073 

2075    3    -0.941    -2075    2074 

2076    3    -0.941    -2076    2075 

2077    3    -0.941    -2077    2076 

2078    3    -0.941    -2078    2077 

2079    3    -0.941    -2079    2078 

2080    3    -0.941    -2080    2079 

2081    3    -0.941    -2081    2080 

2082    3    -0.941    -2082    2081 

2083    3    -0.941    -2083    2082 

2084    3    -0.941    -2084    2083 

2085    3    -0.941    -2085    2084 

2086    3    -0.941    -2086    2085 

2087    3    -0.941    -2087    2086 

2088    3    -0.941    -2088    2087 

2089    3    -0.941    -2089    2088 

2090    3    -0.941    -2090    2089 

2091    3    -0.941    -2091    2090 

2092    3    -0.941    -2092    2091 

2093    3    -0.941    -2093    2092 

2094    3    -0.941    -2094    2093 

2095    3    -0.941    -2095    2094 

2096    3    -0.941    -2096    2095 

2097    3    -0.941    -2097    2096 

2098    3    -0.941    -2098    2097 

2099    3    -0.941    -2099    2098 

2100    mat05   dens05    -2100    2099 

2101    3    -0.941    -2101    2100 

2102    3    -0.941    -2102    2101 

2103    3    -0.941    -2103    2102 

2104    3    -0.941    -2104    2103 

2105    3    -0.941    -2105    2104 

2106    3    -0.941    -2106    2105 

2107    3    -0.941    -2107    2106 

2108    3    -0.941    -2108    2107 

2109    3    -0.941    -2109    2108 

2110    3    -0.941    -2110    2109 

2111    3    -0.941    -2111    2110 

2112    3    -0.941    -2112    2111 

2113    3    -0.941    -2113    2112 

2114    3    -0.941    -2114    2113 

2115    3    -0.941    -2115    2114 

2116    3    -0.941    -2116    2115 

2117    3    -0.941    -2117    2116 

2118    3    -0.941    -2118    2117 

2119    3    -0.941    -2119    2118 

2120    3    -0.941    -2120    2119 

2121    3    -0.941    -2121    2120 

2122    3    -0.941    -2122    2121 

2123    3    -0.941    -2123    2122 

2124    3    -0.941    -2124    2123 

2125    3    -0.941    -2125    2124 

2126    3    -0.941    -2126    2125 

2127    3    -0.941    -2127    2126 

2128    3    -0.941    -2128    2127 

2129    3    -0.941    -2129    2128 

2130    3    -0.941    -2130    2129 

2131    3    -0.941    -2131    2130 

2132    3    -0.941    -2132    2131 

2133    3    -0.941    -2133    2132 

2134    3    -0.941    -2134    2133 

2135    3    -0.941    -2135    2134 

2136    3    -0.941    -2136    2135 

2137    3    -0.941    -2137    2136 

2138    3    -0.941    -2138    2137 

2139    3    -0.941    -2139    2138 

2140    3    -0.941    -2140    2139 

2141    3    -0.941    -2141    2140 

2142    3    -0.941    -2142    2141 

2143    3    -0.941    -2143    2142 

2144    3    -0.941    -2144    2143 

2145    3    -0.941    -2145    2144 

2146    3    -0.941    -2146    2145 

2147    3    -0.941    -2147    2146 

2148    3    -0.941    -2148    2147 

2149    3    -0.941    -2149    2148 

2150    3    -0.941    -2150    2149 

2151    3    -0.941    -2151    2150 

2152    3    -0.941    -2152    2151 

2153    3    -0.941    -2153    2152 

2154    3    -0.941    -2154    2153 

2155    3    -0.941    -2155    2154 

2156    3    -0.941    -2156    2155 

2157    3    -0.941    -2157    2156 

2158    3    -0.941    -2158    2157 

2159    3    -0.941    -2159    2158 
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2160    3    -0.941    -2160    2159 

2161    3    -0.941    -2161    2160 

2162    3    -0.941    -2162    2161 

2163    3    -0.941    -2163    2162 

2164    3    -0.941    -2164    2163 

2165    3    -0.941    -2165    2164 

2166    3    -0.941    -2166    2165 

2167    3    -0.941    -2167    2166 

2168    3    -0.941    -2168    2167 

2169    3    -0.941    -2169    2168 

2170    3    -0.941    -2170    2169 

2171    3    -0.941    -2171    2170 

2172    3    -0.941    -2172    2171 

2173    3    -0.941    -2173    2172 

2174    3    -0.941    -2174    2173 

2175    3    -0.941    -2175    2174 

2176    3    -0.941    -2176    2175 

2177    3    -0.941    -2177    2176 

2178    3    -0.941    -2178    2177 

2179    3    -0.941    -2179    2178 

2180    3    -0.941    -2180    2179 

2181    3    -0.941    -2181    2180 

2182    3    -0.941    -2182    2181 

2183    3    -0.941    -2183    2182 

2184    3    -0.941    -2184    2183 

2185    3    -0.941    -2185    2184 

2186    3    -0.941    -2186    2185 

2187    3    -0.941    -2187    2186 

2188    3    -0.941    -2188    2187 

2189    3    -0.941    -2189    2188 

2190    3    -0.941    -2190    2189 

2191    3    -0.941    -2191    2190 

2192    3    -0.941    -2192    2191 

2193    3    -0.941    -2193    2192 

2194    3    -0.941    -2194    2193 

2195    3    -0.941    -2195    2194 

2196    3    -0.941    -2196    2195 

2197    3    -0.941    -2197    2196 

2198    3    -0.941    -2198    2197 

2199    3    -0.941    -2199    2198 

2200    mat10   dens10    -2200    2199 

2201    3    -0.941    -2201    2200 

2202    3    -0.941    -2202    2201 

2203    3    -0.941    -2203    2202 

2204    3    -0.941    -2204    2203 

2205    3    -0.941    -2205    2204 

2206    3    -0.941    -2206    2205 

2207    3    -0.941    -2207    2206 

2208    3    -0.941    -2208    2207 

2209    3    -0.941    -2209    2208 

2210    3    -0.941    -2210    2209 

2211    3    -0.941    -2211    2210 

2212    3    -0.941    -2212    2211 

2213    3    -0.941    -2213    2212 

2214    3    -0.941    -2214    2213 

2215    3    -0.941    -2215    2214 

2216    3    -0.941    -2216    2215 

2217    3    -0.941    -2217    2216 

2218    3    -0.941    -2218    2217 

2219    3    -0.941    -2219    2218 

2220    3    -0.941    -2220    2219 

2221    3    -0.941    -2221    2220 

2222    3    -0.941    -2222    2221 

2223    3    -0.941    -2223    2222 

2224    3    -0.941    -2224    2223 

2225    3    -0.941    -2225    2224 

2226    3    -0.941    -2226    2225 

2227    3    -0.941    -2227    2226 

2228    3    -0.941    -2228    2227 

2229    3    -0.941    -2229    2228 

2230    3    -0.941    -2230    2229 

2231    3    -0.941    -2231    2230 

2232    3    -0.941    -2232    2231 

2233    3    -0.941    -2233    2232 

2234    3    -0.941    -2234    2233 

2235    3    -0.941    -2235    2234 

2236    3    -0.941    -2236    2235 

2237    3    -0.941    -2237    2236 

2238    3    -0.941    -2238    2237 

2239    3    -0.941    -2239    2238 

2240    3    -0.941    -2240    2239 

2241    3    -0.941    -2241    2240 

2242    3    -0.941    -2242    2241 

2243    3    -0.941    -2243    2242 

2244    3    -0.941    -2244    2243 

2245    3    -0.941    -2245    2244 

2246    3    -0.941    -2246    2245 

2247    3    -0.941    -2247    2246 

2248    3    -0.941    -2248    2247 

2249    3    -0.941    -2249    2248 

2250    3    -0.941    -2250    2249 

2251    3    -0.941    -2251    2250 

2252    3    -0.941    -2252    2251 

2253    3    -0.941    -2253    2252 

2254    3    -0.941    -2254    2253 

2255    3    -0.941    -2255    2254 

2256    3    -0.941    -2256    2255 

2257    3    -0.941    -2257    2256 

2258    3    -0.941    -2258    2257 

2259    3    -0.941    -2259    2258 

2260    3    -0.941    -2260    2259 

2261    3    -0.941    -2261    2260 

2262    3    -0.941    -2262    2261 

2263    3    -0.941    -2263    2262 
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2264    3    -0.941    -2264    2263 

2265    3    -0.941    -2265    2264 

2266    3    -0.941    -2266    2265 

2267    3    -0.941    -2267    2266 

2268    3    -0.941    -2268    2267 

2269    3    -0.941    -2269    2268 

2270    3    -0.941    -2270    2269 

2271    3    -0.941    -2271    2270 

2272    3    -0.941    -2272    2271 

2273    3    -0.941    -2273    2272 

2274    3    -0.941    -2274    2273 

2275    3    -0.941    -2275    2274 

2276    3    -0.941    -2276    2275 

2277    3    -0.941    -2277    2276 

2278    3    -0.941    -2278    2277 

2279    3    -0.941    -2279    2278 

2280    3    -0.941    -2280    2279 

2281    3    -0.941    -2281    2280 

2282    3    -0.941    -2282    2281 

2283    3    -0.941    -2283    2282 

2284    3    -0.941    -2284    2283 

2285    3    -0.941    -2285    2284 

2286    3    -0.941    -2286    2285 

2287    3    -0.941    -2287    2286 

2288    3    -0.941    -2288    2287 

2289    3    -0.941    -2289    2288 

2290    3    -0.941    -2290    2289 

2291    3    -0.941    -2291    2290 

2292    3    -0.941    -2292    2291 

2293    3    -0.941    -2293    2292 

2294    3    -0.941    -2294    2293 

2295    3    -0.941    -2295    2294 

2296    3    -0.941    -2296    2295 

2297    3    -0.941    -2297    2296 

2298    3    -0.941    -2298    2297 

2299    3    -0.941    -2299    2298 

2300    mat15    dens15    -2300    2299 

2301    3    -0.941    -2301    2300 

2302    3    -0.941    -2302    2301 

2303    3    -0.941    -2303    2302 

2304    3    -0.941    -2304    2303 

2305    3    -0.941    -2305    2304 

2306    3    -0.941    -2306    2305 

2307    3    -0.941    -2307    2306 

2308    3    -0.941    -2308    2307 

2309    3    -0.941    -2309    2308 

2310    3    -0.941    -2310    2309 

2311    3    -0.941    -2311    2310 

2312    3    -0.941    -2312    2311 

2313    3    -0.941    -2313    2312 

2314    3    -0.941    -2314    2313 

2315    3    -0.941    -2315    2314 

2316    3    -0.941    -2316    2315 

2317    3    -0.941    -2317    2316 

2318    3    -0.941    -2318    2317 

2319    3    -0.941    -2319    2318 

2320    3    -0.941    -2320    2319 

2321    3    -0.941    -2321    2320 

2322    3    -0.941    -2322    2321 

2323    3    -0.941    -2323    2322 

2324    3    -0.941    -2324    2323 

2325    3    -0.941    -2325    2324 

2326    3    -0.941    -2326    2325 

2327    3    -0.941    -2327    2326 

2328    3    -0.941    -2328    2327 

2329    3    -0.941    -2329    2328 

2330    3    -0.941    -2330    2329 

2331    3    -0.941    -2331    2330 

2332    3    -0.941    -2332    2331 

2333    3    -0.941    -2333    2332 

2334    3    -0.941    -2334    2333 

2335    3    -0.941    -2335    2334 

2336    3    -0.941    -2336    2335 

2337    3    -0.941    -2337    2336 

2338    3    -0.941    -2338    2337 

2339    3    -0.941    -2339    2338 

2340    3    -0.941    -2340    2339 

2341    3    -0.941    -2341    2340 

2342    3    -0.941    -2342    2341 

2343    3    -0.941    -2343    2342 

2344    3    -0.941    -2344    2343 

2345    3    -0.941    -2345    2344 

2346    3    -0.941    -2346    2345 

2347    3    -0.941    -2347    2346 

2348    3    -0.941    -2348    2347 

2349    3    -0.941    -2349    2348 

2350    3    -0.941    -2350    2349 

2351    3    -0.941    -2351    2350 

2352    3    -0.941    -2352    2351 

2353    3    -0.941    -2353    2352 

2354    3    -0.941    -2354    2353 

2355    3    -0.941    -2355    2354 

2356    3    -0.941    -2356    2355 

2357    3    -0.941    -2357    2356 

2358    3    -0.941    -2358    2357 

2359    3    -0.941    -2359    2358 

2360    3    -0.941    -2360    2359 

2361    3    -0.941    -2361    2360 

2362    3    -0.941    -2362    2361 

2363    3    -0.941    -2363    2362 

2364    3    -0.941    -2364    2363 

2365    3    -0.941    -2365    2364 

2366    3    -0.941    -2366    2365 

2367    3    -0.941    -2367    2366 
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2368    3    -0.941    -2368    2367 

2369    3    -0.941    -2369    2368 

2370    3    -0.941    -2370    2369 

2371    3    -0.941    -2371    2370 

2372    3    -0.941    -2372    2371 

2373    3    -0.941    -2373    2372 

2374    3    -0.941    -2374    2373 

2375    3    -0.941    -2375    2374 

2376    3    -0.941    -2376    2375 

2377    3    -0.941    -2377    2376 

2378    3    -0.941    -2378    2377 

2379    3    -0.941    -2379    2378 

2380    3    -0.941    -2380    2379 

2381    3    -0.941    -2381    2380 

2382    3    -0.941    -2382    2381 

2383    3    -0.941    -2383    2382 

2384    3    -0.941    -2384    2383 

2385    3    -0.941    -2385    2384 

2386    3    -0.941    -2386    2385 

2387    3    -0.941    -2387    2386 

2388    3    -0.941    -2388    2387 

2389    3    -0.941    -2389    2388 

2390    3    -0.941    -2390    2389 

2391    3    -0.941    -2391    2390 

2392    3    -0.941    -2392    2391 

2393    3    -0.941    -2393    2392 

2394    3    -0.941    -2394    2393 

2395    3    -0.941    -2395    2394 

2396    3    -0.941    -2396    2395 

2397    3    -0.941    -2397    2396 

2398    3    -0.941    -2398    2397 

2399    3    -0.941    -2399    2398 

2400    mat20    dens20    -2400    2399 

c 

c --------------------------end spherical shells 

c 

c --------------------------air cell 

100    8    -.0013    -100    +2400 

c 

800     0            +100     

 

c ---------------------------SURFACE CARDS--------

------------------------ 

c 

c -------------------------begin spherical hdpe shells 

with cd mods 

c 

2001    so    0.05 

2002    so    0.1 

2003    so    0.15 

2004    so    0.2 

2005    so    0.25 

2006    so    0.3 

2007    so    0.35 

2008    so    0.4 

2009    so    0.45 

2010    so    0.5 

2011    so    0.55 

2012    so    0.6 

2013    so    0.65 

2014    so    0.7 

2015    so    0.75 

2016    so    0.8 

2017    so    0.85 

2018    so    0.9 

2019    so    0.95 

2020    so    1 

2021    so    1.05 

2022    so    1.1 

2023    so    1.15 

2024    so    1.2 

2025    so    1.25 

2026    so    1.3 

2027    so    1.35 

2028    so    1.4 

2029    so    1.45 

2030    so    1.5 

2031    so    1.55 

2032    so    1.6 

2033    so    1.65 

2034    so    1.7 

2035    so    1.75 

2036    so    1.8 

2037    so    1.85 

2038    so    1.9 

2039    so    1.95 

2040    so    2 

2041    so    2.05 

2042    so    2.1 

2043    so    2.15 

2044    so    2.2 

2045    so    2.25 

2046    so    2.3 

2047    so    2.35 

2048    so    2.4 

2049    so    2.45 

2050    so    2.5 

2051    so    2.55 

2052    so    2.6 

2053    so    2.65 

2054    so    2.7 

2055    so    2.75 

2056    so    2.8 

2057    so    2.85 
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2058    so    2.9 

2059    so    2.95 

2060    so    3 

2061    so    3.05 

2062    so    3.1 

2063    so    3.15 

2064    so    3.2 

2065    so    3.25 

2066    so    3.3 

2067    so    3.35 

2068    so    3.4 

2069    so    3.45 

2070    so    3.5 

2071    so    3.55 

2072    so    3.6 

2073    so    3.65 

2074    so    3.7 

2075    so    3.75 

2076    so    3.8 

2077    so    3.85 

2078    so    3.9 

2079    so    3.95 

2080    so    4 

2081    so    4.05 

2082    so    4.1 

2083    so    4.15 

2084    so    4.2 

2085    so    4.25 

2086    so    4.3 

2087    so    4.35 

2088    so    4.4 

2089    so    4.45 

2090    so    4.5 

2091    so    4.55 

2092    so    4.6 

2093    so    4.65 

2094    so    4.7 

2095    so    4.75 

2096    so    4.8 

2097    so    4.85 

2098    so    4.9 

2099    so    4.95 

2100    so    5 

2101    so    5.05 

2102    so    5.1 

2103    so    5.15 

2104    so    5.2 

2105    so    5.25 

2106    so    5.3 

2107    so    5.35 

2108    so    5.4 

2109    so    5.45 

2110    so    5.5 

2111    so    5.55 

2112    so    5.6 

2113    so    5.65 

2114    so    5.7 

2115    so    5.75 

2116    so    5.8 

2117    so    5.85 

2118    so    5.9 

2119    so    5.95 

2120    so    6 

2121    so    6.05 

2122    so    6.1 

2123    so    6.15 

2124    so    6.2 

2125    so    6.25 

2126    so    6.3 

2127    so    6.35 

2128    so    6.4 

2129    so    6.45 

2130    so    6.5 

2131    so    6.55 

2132    so    6.6 

2133    so    6.65 

2134    so    6.7 

2135    so    6.75 

2136    so    6.8 

2137    so    6.85 

2138    so    6.9 

2139    so    6.95 

2140    so    7 

2141    so    7.05 

2142    so    7.1 

2143    so    7.15 

2144    so    7.2 

2145    so    7.25 

2146    so    7.3 

2147    so    7.35 

2148    so    7.4 

2149    so    7.45 

2150    so    7.5 

2151    so    7.55 

2152    so    7.6 

2153    so    7.65 

2154    so    7.7 

2155    so    7.75 

2156    so    7.8 

2157    so    7.85 

2158    so    7.9 

2159    so    7.95 

2160    so    8 

2161    so    8.05 
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2162    so    8.1 

2163    so    8.15 

2164    so    8.2 

2165    so    8.25 

2166    so    8.3 

2167    so    8.35 

2168    so    8.4 

2169    so    8.45 

2170    so    8.5 

2171    so    8.55 

2172    so    8.6 

2173    so    8.65 

2174    so    8.7 

2175    so    8.75 

2176    so    8.8 

2177    so    8.85 

2178    so    8.9 

2179    so    8.95 

2180    so    9 

2181    so    9.05 

2182    so    9.1 

2183    so    9.15 

2184    so    9.2 

2185    so    9.25 

2186    so    9.3 

2187    so    9.35 

2188    so    9.4 

2189    so    9.45 

2190    so    9.5 

2191    so    9.55 

2192    so    9.6 

2193    so    9.65 

2194    so    9.7 

2195    so    9.75 

2196    so    9.8 

2197    so    9.85 

2198    so    9.9 

2199    so    9.95 

2200    so    10 

2201    so    10.05 

2202    so    10.1 

2203    so    10.15 

2204    so    10.2 

2205    so    10.25 

2206    so    10.3 

2207    so    10.35 

2208    so    10.4 

2209    so    10.45 

2210    so    10.5 

2211    so    10.55 

2212    so    10.6 

2213    so    10.65 

2214    so    10.7 

2215    so    10.75 

2216    so    10.8 

2217    so    10.85 

2218    so    10.9 

2219    so    10.95 

2220    so    11 

2221    so    11.05 

2222    so    11.1 

2223    so    11.15 

2224    so    11.2 

2225    so    11.25 

2226    so    11.3 

2227    so    11.35 

2228    so    11.4 

2229    so    11.45 

2230    so    11.5 

2231    so    11.55 

2232    so    11.6 

2233    so    11.65 

2234    so    11.7 

2235    so    11.75 

2236    so    11.8 

2237    so    11.85 

2238    so    11.9 

2239    so    11.95 

2240    so    12 

2241    so    12.05 

2242    so    12.1 

2243    so    12.15 

2244    so    12.2 

2245    so    12.25 

2246    so    12.3 

2247    so    12.35 

2248    so    12.4 

2249    so    12.45 

2250    so    12.5 

2251    so    12.55 

2252    so    12.6 

2253    so    12.65 

2254    so    12.7 

2255    so    12.75 

2256    so    12.8 

2257    so    12.85 

2258    so    12.9 

2259    so    12.95 

2260    so    13 

2261    so    13.05 

2262    so    13.1 

2263    so    13.15 

2264    so    13.2 

2265    so    13.25 
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2266    so    13.3 

2267    so    13.35 

2268    so    13.4 

2269    so    13.45 

2270    so    13.5 

2271    so    13.55 

2272    so    13.6 

2273    so    13.65 

2274    so    13.7 

2275    so    13.75 

2276    so    13.8 

2277    so    13.85 

2278    so    13.9 

2279    so    13.95 

2280    so    14 

2281    so    14.05 

2282    so    14.1 

2283    so    14.15 

2284    so    14.2 

2285    so    14.25 

2286    so    14.3 

2287    so    14.35 

2288    so    14.4 

2289    so    14.45 

2290    so    14.5 

2291    so    14.55 

2292    so    14.6 

2293    so    14.65 

2294    so    14.7 

2295    so    14.75 

2296    so    14.8 

2297    so    14.85 

2298    so    14.9 

2299    so    14.95 

2300    so    15 

2301    so    15.05 

2302    so    15.1 

2303    so    15.15 

2304    so    15.2 

2305    so    15.25 

2306    so    15.3 

2307    so    15.35 

2308    so    15.4 

2309    so    15.45 

2310    so    15.5 

2311    so    15.55 

2312    so    15.6 

2313    so    15.65 

2314    so    15.7 

2315    so    15.75 

2316    so    15.8 

2317    so    15.85 

2318    so    15.9 

2319    so    15.95 

2320    so    16 

2321    so    16.05 

2322    so    16.1 

2323    so    16.15 

2324    so    16.2 

2325    so    16.25 

2326    so    16.3 

2327    so    16.35 

2328    so    16.4 

2329    so    16.45 

2330    so    16.5 

2331    so    16.55 

2332    so    16.6 

2333    so    16.65 

2334    so    16.7 

2335    so    16.75 

2336    so    16.8 

2337    so    16.85 

2338    so    16.9 

2339    so    16.95 

2340    so    17 

2341    so    17.05 

2342    so    17.1 

2343    so    17.15 

2344    so    17.2 

2345    so    17.25 

2346    so    17.3 

2347    so    17.35 

2348    so    17.4 

2349    so    17.45 

2350    so    17.5 

2351    so    17.55 

2352    so    17.6 

2353    so    17.65 

2354    so    17.7 

2355    so    17.75 

2356    so    17.8 

2357    so    17.85 

2358    so    17.9 

2359    so    17.95 

2360    so    18 

2361    so    18.05 

2362    so    18.1 

2363    so    18.15 

2364    so    18.2 

2365    so    18.25 

2366    so    18.3 

2367    so    18.35 

2368    so    18.4 

2369    so    18.45 
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2370    so    18.5 

2371    so    18.55 

2372    so    18.6 

2373    so    18.65 

2374    so    18.7 

2375    so    18.75 

2376    so    18.8 

2377    so    18.85 

2378    so    18.9 

2379    so    18.95 

2380    so    19 

2381    so    19.05 

2382    so    19.1 

2383    so    19.15 

2384    so    19.2 

2385    so    19.25 

2386    so    19.3 

2387    so    19.35 

2388    so    19.4 

2389    so    19.45 

2390    so    19.5 

2391    so    19.55 

2392    so    19.6 

2393    so    19.65 

2394    so    19.7 

2395    so    19.75 

2396    so    19.8 

2397    so    19.85 

2398    so    19.9 

2399    so    19.95 

2400    so    20 

c 

c ---------------- end spherical shells with cd mods     

c 

c --------------------------air cell 

100    so    101                                                     

 

c ------------------------------DATA CARDS----------

----------------------- 

c 

c MATERIAL CARDS 

c 

c       

c --------LiF detectors 

m1 3006.70c       0.0850  & 

      9019.70c       0.0850 & 

      14028.70c       0.8300                         

c       

c --------FR-4 Boards 

m2 14028.70c       0.3173  & 

      8016.70c       0.6347 & 

      5010.70c       0.0090 & 

      5011.70c       0.0360 & 

      35079.70c       0.0015 & 

      35081.70c       0.0015                      

c       

c --------HDPE 

m3 1001.70c        0.677 & 

      6000.70c       0.333                         

c       

c --------Borated poly (BPE 5%, 20% b10) 

m4 6000.66c       -0.81347 & 

      1001.66c       -0.13653 & 

      5010.70c       -0.0098 & 

      5011.70c       -0.0402                        

c       

c --------Cadmium 

m5 48000       -1.000000                         

c       

c --------Ordinary Concrete 

m6 1001.70c       -0.022100 &                         

      6012       -0.002484 & 

      8016       -0.574930 & 

      11023      -0.015208 & 

      12000       -0.001266 & 

      13027       -0.019953 & 

      14000       -0.304627 & 

      19000       -0.010045 & 

      20000       -0.042951 & 

      26000       -0.006435 

c       

c --------Air 

m8 8016.70c       0.2000  & 

      7014.70c       0.8000                          

c       

c --------Typical US Depleted Uranium DU 

m9 92234       -0.000005 & 

      92235       -0.002500 & 

      92238       -0.997500                         

c       

c --------Typical US Highly Enriched Uranium 

HEU (d=18.95g/cm3) 

m10 92234 -0.009800 & 

      92235       -0.931550 & 

      92236       -0.004500 & 

      92238       -0.054150                         

c       

c --------Carbon Steel (used as shipsteel?) 

m11 6012       -0.005      & 

      26000       -0.995 

c       

c --------Lead (d=11.35g/cm3)                         

m12 82000 -1.0000    

c 
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c -------- aluminum (-2.7) 

m13  13027.70c 1.0000                                               

$ Aluminum                

c 

c -------- IC comps (-0.92) 

m14  14028.70c 0.3330  8016.70c 0.6670                  

$ Lumped IC Components 

c 

c -------- Seawater (1.025g/cm3) 

c 

m15  8016.70c 0.3313   & 

   1001.70c   0.6627   & 

   17035.70c   0.00225   & 

   17037.70c   0.00075   & 

   11023.70c   0.003 

c 

c -------- Shiponium (0.3g/cm3) 

m16 13027.70c    0.1   & 

    26000        0.1   & 

    6012         0.2   & 

    1001.70c     0.2   & 

    8016.70c     0.2   & 

    7014.70c     0.2 

c 

c -------- pure 6Li 

m17 3006.70c   1 

c 

c -------- boric acid (H3BO3) (1.435g/cm3) 

m18 1001.70c   3   & 

    5000       1   & 

    8016       3 

c 

c -------- pure bromine NA (liquid at ~3.1 g/cm3) 

m19 3500       1 

c 

c 

c --------correction to treat m3 (hdpe) and m4 (bpe) 

c --------                  like a solid or something 

MT3 poly.10t       

MT4 poly.10t                                     

c 

c 

c 

c MODE AND IMPORTANCE CARDS 

c 

mode n 

c 

c 

imp:n 1 400r 0 

c 

c SOURCE DEFINITION 

c 

sdef pos = sourcex sourcey sourcez erg=d1 tme=0      

c 

SI1 H    1.0E-09   & 

   1.28825E-09   & 

   1.65959E-09   & 

   2.13796E-09   & 

   2.75423E-09   & 

   3.54813E-09   & 

   4.57088E-09   & 

   5.88844E-09   & 

   7.58578E-09   & 

   9.77237E-09   & 

   1.25893E-08   & 

   1.62181E-08   & 

   2.0893E-08   & 

   2.69153E-08   & 

   3.46737E-08   & 

   4.46684E-08   & 

   5.7544E-08   & 

   7.4131E-08   & 

   9.54993E-08   & 

   1.23027E-07   & 

   1.58489E-07   & 

   2.04174E-07   & 

   2.63027E-07   & 

   3.38844E-07   & 

   4.36516E-07   & 

   5.62341E-07   & 

   7.24436E-07   & 

   9.33254E-07   & 

   1.20226E-06   & 

   1.54882E-06   & 

   1.99526E-06   & 

   2.5704E-06   & 

   3.31131E-06   & 

   4.2658E-06   & 

   5.49541E-06   & 

   7.07946E-06   & 

   9.12011E-06   & 

   1.1749E-05   & 

   1.51356E-05   & 

   1.94984E-05   & 

   2.51189E-05   & 

   3.23594E-05   & 

   4.16869E-05   & 

   5.37032E-05   & 

   6.91831E-05   & 

   8.91251E-05   & 

   0.000114815   & 

   0.000147911   & 

   0.000190546   & 

   0.000245471   & 
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   0.000316228   & 

   0.00040738   & 

   0.000524807   & 

   0.000676083   & 

   0.000870964   & 

   0.001122018   & 

   0.00144544   & 

   0.001862087   & 

   0.002398833   & 

   0.003090295   & 

   0.003981072   & 

   0.005128614   & 

   0.006606934   & 

   0.00851138   & 

   0.010964782   & 

   0.014125375   & 

   0.018197009   & 

   0.023442288   & 

   0.030199517   & 

   0.038904514   & 

   0.050118723   & 

   0.064565423   & 

   0.083176377   & 

   0.107151931   & 

   0.138038426   & 

   0.177827941   & 

   0.229086765   & 

   0.295120923   & 

   0.380189396   & 

   0.489778819   & 

   0.630957344   & 

   0.812830516   & 

   1.047128548   & 

   1.348962883   & 

   1.737800829   & 

   2.238721139   & 

   2.884031503   & 

   3.715352291   & 

   4.786300923   & 

   6.165950019   & 

   7.943282347   & 

   10.23292992   & 

   13.18256739   & 

   16.98243652   & 

   21.87761624   & 

   28.18382931   & 

   36.30780548   & 

   46.77351413   & 

   60.25595861   & 

   77.62471166   & 

   100    

c 

SP1 D   0   1   99r 

c 

NPS particles 

c 

Rand seed 

c 

c 

c TALLY CARDS 

c 

VOL NO 

c 

F14:n    &             

    2001    2002    2003    2004    2005    & 

    2006    2007    2008    2009    2010    & 

    2011    2012    2013    2014    2015    & 

    2016    2017    2018    2019    2020    & 

    2021    2022    2023    2024    2025    & 

    2026    2027    2028    2029    2030    & 

    2031    2032    2033    2034    2035    & 

    2036    2037    2038    2039    2040    & 

    2041    2042    2043    2044    2045    & 

    2046    2047    2048    2049    2050    & 

    2051    2052    2053    2054    2055    & 

    2056    2057    2058    2059    2060    & 

    2061    2062    2063    2064    2065    & 

    2066    2067    2068    2069    2070    & 

    2071    2072    2073    2074    2075    & 

    2076    2077    2078    2079    2080    & 

    2081    2082    2083    2084    2085    & 

    2086    2087    2088    2089    2090    & 

    2091    2092    2093    2094    2095    & 

    2096    2097    2098    2099    2100    & 

    2101    2102    2103    2104    2105    & 

    2106    2107    2108    2109    2110    & 

    2111    2112    2113    2114    2115    & 

    2116    2117    2118    2119    2120    & 

    2121    2122    2123    2124    2125    & 

    2126    2127    2128    2129    2130    & 

    2131    2132    2133    2134    2135    & 

    2136    2137    2138    2139    2140    & 

    2141    2142    2143    2144    2145    & 

    2146    2147    2148    2149    2150    & 

    2151    2152    2153    2154    2155    & 

    2156    2157    2158    2159    2160    & 

    2161    2162    2163    2164    2165    & 

    2166    2167    2168    2169    2170    & 

    2171    2172    2173    2174    2175    & 

    2176    2177    2178    2179    2180    & 

    2181    2182    2183    2184    2185    & 

    2186    2187    2188    2189    2190    & 

    2191    2192    2193    2194    2195    & 

    2196    2197    2198    2199    2200    & 
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    2201    2202    2203    2204    2205    & 

    2206    2207    2208    2209    2210    & 

    2211    2212    2213    2214    2215    & 

    2216    2217    2218    2219    2220    & 

    2221    2222    2223    2224    2225    & 

    2226    2227    2228    2229    2230    & 

    2231    2232    2233    2234    2235    & 

    2236    2237    2238    2239    2240    & 

    2241    2242    2243    2244    2245    & 

    2246    2247    2248    2249    2250    & 

    2251    2252    2253    2254    2255    & 

    2256    2257    2258    2259    2260    & 

    2261    2262    2263    2264    2265    & 

    2266    2267    2268    2269    2270    & 

    2271    2272    2273    2274    2275    & 

    2276    2277    2278    2279    2280    & 

    2281    2282    2283    2284    2285    & 

    2286    2287    2288    2289    2290    & 

    2291    2292    2293    2294    2295    & 

    2296    2297    2298    2299    2300    & 

    2301    2302    2303    2304    2305    & 

    2306    2307    2308    2309    2310    & 

    2311    2312    2313    2314    2315    & 

    2316    2317    2318    2319    2320    & 

    2321    2322    2323    2324    2325    & 

    2326    2327    2328    2329    2330    & 

    2331    2332    2333    2334    2335    & 

    2336    2337    2338    2339    2340    & 

    2341    2342    2343    2344    2345    & 

    2346    2347    2348    2349    2350    & 

    2351    2352    2353    2354    2355    & 

    2356    2357    2358    2359    2360    & 

    2361    2362    2363    2364    2365    & 

    2366    2367    2368    2369    2370    & 

    2371    2372    2373    2374    2375    & 

    2376    2377    2378    2379    2380    & 

    2381    2382    2383    2384    2385    & 

    2386    2387    2388    2389    2390    & 

    2391    2392    2393    2394    2395    & 

    2396    2397    2398    2399    2400        

c 

FM14 (0.00472 17 105) 

c 

FT14 scx 1 

c 

T0    0    & 

        1      & 

      1.389      & 

      1.931      & 

      2.683      & 

      3.728      & 

      5.179      & 

      7.197      & 

      10      & 

      13.89      & 

      19.31      & 

      26.83      & 

      37.28      & 

      51.79      & 

      71.97      & 

      100      & 

      138.9      & 

      193.1      & 

      268.3      & 

      372.8      & 

      517.9      & 

      719.7      & 

      1000      & 

      1389      & 

      1931      & 

      2683      & 

      3728      & 

      5179      & 

      7197      & 

      10000      & 

      13890      & 

      19310      & 

      26830      & 

      37280      & 

      51790      & 

      71970      & 

      100000      & 

      138900      & 

      193100      & 

      268300      & 

      372800      & 

      517900      & 

      719700      & 

      1000000      & 

      1390000      & 

      1931000      & 

      2683000      & 

      3728000      & 

      5179000      & 

      7197000      & 

      10000000      & 

      13900000      & 

      19310000      & 

      26830000      & 

      37280000      & 

      51790000      & 

      71970000      & 

      100000000      & 

      139000000      & 
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      193100000      & 

      268300000      & 

      372800000      & 

      517900000      & 

      719700000      & 

      1000000000      & 

      1390000000      & 

      1931000000      & 

      2683000000      & 

      3728000000      & 

      5179000000      & 

      7197000000      & 

      10000000000       

c 

SD14 1 399r 

c  

FQ0 F E 

c 

TOTNU 

c 

PRINT 10 30 

c 
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Appendix C 

Genetic Algorithm as used in this thesis, written in Python 2.7 

 
#!/usr/bin/python 
 
import os 
from sys import argv 
import numpy as np 
import math as m 
 
import numpy.random as rand 
 
class citizen(): 
 
  def __init__(self, genes, rawResponse, mutaterate, detectorlimit, ceweights, watt=[]): 
    self.genes = [] 
    self.weights = ceweights 
    self.Efficiency = 0. 
    self.Fitness = 0.0 
    self.Condition = 0.0 
    self.EfficiencyFn = 0.0 
    self.ConditionFn = 0.0 
    self.nDetectors = 0 
    self.nDetFactor = 0.0 
    self.response = [] 
    self.onGene = [False, False, True, False, False] 
    self.offGene = [False for i in xrange(5)] 
    self.genes = list(genes) 
    self.numGenes = len(self.genes) 
    self.dlimit = detectorlimit 
    self.rawResponse = rawResponse 
    self.watt = watt 
    self.makeResponse() 
    self.mutateRate = mutaterate 
 
 
  def makeResponse(self): 
    self.response = [] 
    for e in xrange(len(self.rawResponse)): 
      Eresponse = [] 
      for d in xrange(len(self.rawResponse[e])/5): 
        if self.genes[d]: 
          Eresponse.append(self.rawResponse[e][d*5+2]) 
      self.response.append(Eresponse) 
    self.response = np.array(self.response) 
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  def calcEfficiency(self): 
    self.Efficiency = 0.0 
    for e in xrange(len(self.response[70:])): 
      if len(self.watt) > 1: 
        self.Efficiency += sum(self.response[e]) * self.watt[e] 
      else: 
        self.Efficiency += sum(self.response[e]) 
    self.Efficiency = self.Efficiency 
 
     
  def calcCondition(self): 
    self.tResponse = np.array(self.response, copy=True).transpose() 
    self.Condition = np.linalg.cond(self.tResponse) 
    self.Condition = np.log10(self.Condition) 
 
  def calcNdetectors(self): 
    self.nDetectors = sum(self.genes) 
 
 
  def calcNdetLimit(self): 
    # uses a gaussian to constrain det number 
    D = self.nDetectors 
    sigma = 100 
    mean = 50 
    fn =  1/ np.sqrt(2 * np.pi * sigma**2) * \ 
        np.exp( -(D-mean)**2 / (2 * sigma**2)) 
    self.nDetFactor = fn 
 
######################################################################## 
 
  def calcFitness(self):  
    self.calcEfficiency() 
    self.calcCondition() 
    self.calcNdetectors() 
    self.calcNdetLimit() 
    self.ConditionFn = ((7. - (self.Condition)) / 7.) * self.weights[0] 
    self.EfficiencyFn = self.Efficiency * self.weights[1] 
    self.Fitness = self.ConditionFn + self.EfficiencyFn 
 
 
 
  def mutate(self): 
    for x in xrange(self.numGenes): 
      doMutate = rand.randint(0,100) 
      if (doMutate < self.mutateRate): 
        pos = rand.randint(0, self.numGenes) 
        self.genes[pos] = not self.genes[pos] 
        pos2 = rand.randint(0, self.numGenes) 
        while self.genes[pos2] is not self.genes[pos]: 
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          pos2 = rand.randint(0, self.numGenes) 
        self.genes[pos2] = not self.genes[pos2] 
    self.makeResponse() 
 
 
class population(): 
 
  def __init__(self, popsize, numgenes, \ 
      popmutaterate, genemutaterate, rawResponse, \ 
      detectorlimit, ceweights, watt=[]): 
    self.weights = ceweights 
    self.dlimit = detectorlimit 
    self.citizens = [] 
    self.popSize = popsize 
    self.numGenes = numgenes 
    self.watt = watt 
    self.rawResponse = rawResponse 
    self.popMutateRate = popmutaterate 
    self.geneMutateRate = genemutaterate 
 
    self.initCitizens() 
 
 
  def initCitizens(self): 
    for x in xrange(self.popSize): 
      tmpGenes = [False for i in xrange(self.numGenes)] 
      numOn = 0 
      while numOn < self.dlimit: 
        pos = rand.randint(0, self.numGenes) 
        if tmpGenes[pos] <> True: 
          tmpGenes[pos] = True 
          numOn += 1 
      self.citizens.append(citizen(tmpGenes, \ 
          self.rawResponse, self.geneMutateRate, self.dlimit, self.weights, self.watt)) 
 
 
  def addCitizen(self, kidGenes): 
    self.citizens.append(citizen(kidGenes, \ 
        self.rawResponse, self.geneMutateRate, self.dlimit, self.weights, self.watt)) 
 
 
  def updateCitizens(self): 
    # calculate the fitnesses of citizens in population  
    for x in xrange(self.popSize): 
      self.citizens[x].calcFitness() 
    # Sort the popluation according to their fitness attribute  
    self.citizens = sorted(self.citizens, \ 
        key=lambda citizen: -citizen.Fitness) 
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  def crossover(self): 
    # killing off lower half of population 
    for x in xrange(self.popSize/2): 
      self.citizens.pop(-1) 
    # mating top 20% with top 50% 
    for x in xrange(self.popSize/2): 
      alpha = rand.randint(0, self.popSize/5) 
      beta = rand.randint(0, self.popSize/2-1) 
      #print '%s\t%s' % (alpha, beta) 
      self.mate(self.citizens[alpha], self.citizens[beta]) 
 
 
  def mate(self, cit1, cit2): 
    # mating genes of two citizens based on their fitness 
    norm=(cit1.Fitness + cit2.Fitness) 
    crossline = cit1.Fitness / norm 
    kidGenes = [False for x in xrange(self.numGenes)] 
    while sum(kidGenes) < self.dlimit: 
      pos =rand.randint(0, self.numGenes) 
      num = rand.uniform(0,1) 
      if num < crossline: 
        if cit1.genes[pos]: 
          kidGenes[pos] = cit1.genes[pos] 
      else: 
        if cit2.genes[pos]: 
          kidGenes[pos] = cit2.genes[pos] 
    self.addCitizen(kidGenes) 
 
  def mutatePopulation(self):  
    # mutates the bottom 50% of population (offspring)  
    for x in xrange(self.popSize/2, self.popSize): 
      doMutate = rand.randint(0,100) 
      if (doMutate < self.popMutateRate): 
        self.citizens[x].mutate() 
 
class inputData(): 
   
  def __init__(self, inputfile): 
    # initial quantity spaceholders 
    self.case = '' 
    self.radii = [] 
    self.energybins = [] 
    self.numErg = 0 
    self.numRad = 0 
    self.rawResoibse = [] 
    self.watt = [] 
    # collecting data for inputData upon instantiation  
    self.inputfile = inputfile 
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    self.pulldata() 
    self.make_watt() 
 
  def pulldata(self): 
    f = open(self.inputfile,'r') 
    lines = [line.strip() for line in f.readlines()] 
    f.close() 
    cells = lines[0].split() 
    radii = lines[1].split() 
    energybins = lines[3].split() 
    counts = lines[4].split() 
    response = [] 
    for e, erg in enumerate(energybins): 
      rcounts = [] 
      for r, rad in enumerate(radii): 
        rcounts.append(float(counts[len(radii)*e+r]) / \ 
            (4*np.pi*(float(rad))**2)) 
      response.append(rcounts) 
    caseno = [] 
    for char in xrange(7): 
      caseno.append(self.inputfile[-char]) 
    self.case = caseno[::-1] 
    self.radii = np.array([float(r) for r in radii]) 
    self.energybins = np.array([float(e) for e in energybins]) 
    self.numErg = len(self.energybins) 
    self.numRad = len(self.radii) 
    self.rawResponse = np.array(response) 
 
 
  def make_watt(self): 
    a = 0.988 
    b = 2.546 
    watt = [] 
    watt.append(np.exp(-1.12e-9/a) * np.sinh(np.sqrt(b*1.12e-9))) 
    for e, erg in enumerate(self.energybins[1:]): 
      merg = np.sqrt(self.energybins[e]*self.energybins[e-1]) 
      watt.append(np.exp(-merg/a) * np.sinh(np.sqrt(b*merg))) 
    self.watt = watt 
    return watt 
 
 
class genAlg(): 
 
  def __init__(self, inputdir, infile, popsize, numGenerations, \ 
         popMutateRate, geneMutateRate, outputDir, detectorlimit, \ 
         writestep, ceweight, usewatt = False): 
    # top citizen and attributes init 
    self.weights = ceweight 
    self.condefflist = [[], [], [], []] 
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    self.topCitizen = '' 
    self.tFits = [] 
    self.tEffs = [] 
    self.tEffsFn = [] 
    self.tConds = [] 
    self.tCondsFn = [] 
    self.tNdets = [] 
    self.tNdetsFn = [] 
    self.tGenes = [] 
    self.tGenesIndex = '' 
    self.tGenesIndices = [] 
    # genAlg evolution parameters 
    self.curGen = 0 
    self.popSize = popsize 
    self.popMutateRate = popMutateRate 
    self.geneMutaterate = geneMutateRate 
    self.numGenerations = numGenerations 
    self.writestep = writestep 
    self.dlimit = detectorlimit 
    # input data and directories 
    self.usewatt = usewatt 
    self.inputDir = inputdir 
    self.inputName = infile  
    self.outputDir = outputDir 
    #self.saveDir = self.outputDir + self.inputName + '/' 
    self.saveDir = self.outputDir 
    self.make_dir(self.saveDir) 
    self.inputData = inputData(self.inputDir + self.inputName)  
    self.checkwatt() 
    # initializing population and attributes 
    self.population = population(popsize, self.inputData.numRad/5, \ 
        self.popMutateRate, self.geneMutaterate, \ 
        self.inputData.rawResponse, self.dlimit, self.weights, self.watt) 
    self.topCitizen = self.population.citizens[0] 
    self.appendTopTraits() 
 
  def startprint(self): 
    print '\nStarting Geneteic Algorithm:' +  \ 
        '\n\tpopulation size:\t' + str(self.popSize) + \ 
        '\n\tnumer of generations:\t' + str(self.numGenerations) + \ 
        '\n\tuse watt weighting?:\t%s' % self.usewatt + \ 
        '\n\tinput file:\t\t%s' % self.inputName + \ 
        '\n\toutput directory:\t%s' % self.outputDir + \ 
        '\n\tstart time:\t\tright meow' + \ 
        '\n' 
 
  def makecondefflist(self): 
    for cit in xrange(len(self.population.citizens)): 
      self.condefflist[0].append(self.population.citizens[cit].Condition) 
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      self.condefflist[1].append(self.population.citizens[cit].Efficiency) 
      self.condefflist[2].append(self.population.citizens[cit].ConditionFn) 
      self.condefflist[3].append(self.population.citizens[cit].EfficiencyFn) 
 
  def run(self):  
    self.gen2write = self.numGenerations/self.writestep 
    self.startprint() 
    for gen in xrange(self.gen2write): 
      for step in xrange(self.writestep): 
        self.population.updateCitizens() 
        self.makecondefflist() 
        self.topCitizen = self.population.citizens[0] 
        self.population.crossover() 
        self.population.mutatePopulation() 
        #if self.curGen is 0: 
          #self.make_plots() 
        self.curGen += 1 
      self.appendTopTraits() 
      self.printstatus() 
      #self.make_plots() 
    self.summary_write() 
    self.condeffwrite() 
    #self.tGene_write() 
    return self.topCitizen.Condition, self.topCitizen.Efficiency 
 
  def printstatus(self): 
    print '\t... Top fitness for generation %i:\t%.2e\tC:%.2e\tE:%.2e\n' % \ 
        (self.curGen, self.topCitizen.Fitness, self.topCitizen.Condition, self.topCitizen.Efficiency) 
              
              
  def checkwatt(self): 
    if self.usewatt: 
      self.watt = self.inputData.make_watt() 
    else: 
      self.watt = [] 
   
  
  def appendTopTraits(self): 
    # appends to list all the most fit attributes 
    self.tFits.append(self.topCitizen.Fitness) 
    self.tEffs.append(self.topCitizen.Efficiency) 
    self.tEffsFn.append(self.topCitizen.EfficiencyFn) 
    self.tConds.append(self.topCitizen.Condition) 
    self.tCondsFn.append(self.topCitizen.ConditionFn) 
    self.tNdets.append(self.topCitizen.nDetectors) 
    self.tNdetsFn.append(self.topCitizen.nDetFactor) 
    self.tGenes = self.topCitizen.genes 
    self.setGeneIndex() 
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  def setGeneIndex(self): 
    self.tGenesIndex = '' 
    for i in range(len(self.tGenes)): 
      if self.tGenes[i]: 
        self.tGenesIndex += str(i) + ';' 
    self.tGenesIndices.append(self.tGenesIndex) 
      
  def make_dir(self, mDir): 
    dir2make =  mDir 
    try: 
      if not os.path.exists(dir2make): 
        os.makedirs(dir2make) 
    except: 
      pass 
 
  def condeffwrite(self): 
    newfile = self.outputDir.strip('./') + '_' + self.inputName + '_condefflist' + '_c%se%s' % (self.weights[0], 
self.weights[1]) 
    newfile = newfile.replace('lewis_genAlg_', '') 
    f = open(self.saveDir + newfile, 'w') 
    f.write('Condition\tEfficiency\n') 
    for i in xrange(len(self.condefflist[0])): 
      f.write(str(self.condefflist[0][i]) + '\t' + str(self.condefflist[1][i]) + '\t' + \ 
          str(self.condefflist[2][i]) + '\t' + str(self.condefflist[3][i]) + '\n') 
    f.close() 
 
  def summary_write(self): 
    outname = self.outputDir.strip('./') + '_' + \ 
        self.inputName + '_summary' + '_c%se%s' % (self.weights[0], self.weights[1]) 
    outname = outname.replace('lewis_genAlg_','') 
    print '\twriting to disk: %s' % outname.split('/')[-1] 
    f = open(self.saveDir + outname, 'w') 
    print self.saveDir + outname 
    f.write(str(self.outputDir.strip('./'))+'\n') 
    f.write('Input data file name:\t%s\n' % self.inputName) 
    f.write('Numer of Generations:\t%s\n' % self.numGenerations) 
    f.write('Population Size:\t%s\n' % self.popSize) 
    f.write('Population Mutation rate:\t%s\n' % self.popMutateRate) 
    f.write('Gene Mutation rate:\t%s\n' % self.geneMutaterate) 
    f.write('Use watt weighting?:\t%s\n' % self.usewatt) 
    f.write('Gen\tFittness\tConditon\tEfficiency\tNoDetectors' + \ 
        '\tCondFun\tEffFun\tNoDetFun\tGenIndex\n') 
    for g in xrange(self.numGenerations/self.writestep + 1): 
      gen = g * self.writestep 
      f.write('%i\t%.4e\t%.4e\t%.4e\t%i\t%.4e\t%.4e\t%.4e\t%s\n' % \ 
          (gen, self.tFits[g], self.tConds[g], self.tEffs[g], \ 
            self.tNdets[g], self.tCondsFn[g], self.tEffsFn[g], \ 
            self.tNdetsFn[g], self.tGenesIndices[g])) 
    f.close() 
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  def tGene_write(self): 
    outname = self.outputDir.strip('./') + '_' + \ 
        self.inputName + '_topGene' 
    outname = outname.replace('lewis_genAlg_','') 
    print '\twriting to disk: %s' % outname.split('/')[-1] 
    f = open(self.saveDir + outname, 'w') 
    f.write(str(self.outputDir.strip('./'))+'\n') 
    f.write('Input data file name:\t%s\n' % self.inputName) 
    f.write('Numer of Generations:\t%s\n' % self.numGenerations) 
    f.write('Population Size:\t%s\n' % self.popSize) 
    f.write('Population Mutation rate:\t%s\n' % self.popMutateRate) 
    f.write('Gene Mutation rate:\t%s\n' % self.geneMutaterate) 
    f.write('Use watt weighting?:\t%s\n' % self.usewatt) 
    f.write('Radius\tGene\t') 
    r = 0.15 
    for x in xrange(len(self.tGenes)): 
      f.write('%.2f\t%i\n' % (r, self.tGenes[x])) 
      r += (5 * 0.05) 
    f.close() 
 
def main(inputdir, infile, outputdir, weights): 
  popsize = 100 
  numGenerations = 150 
  writestep = 20 
  watt = True 
  numdetectors = 30 
  if not os.path.exists(outputdir): 
    os.makedirs(outputdir) 
  conds, effs = [infile], [infile] 
  for i in xrange(len(weights[0])): 
    ceweight = [weights[0][i], weights[1][i]] 
    print '\nUsing Weights:\t%.2e\t%.2e\t\t\t' % (ceweight[0], ceweight[1]) + \ 
        '%i/%i' % (i+1, len(weights[0])) 
    Algorithm = genAlg(inputdir, infile, int(popsize), \ 
        int(numGenerations), 0.1, 0.01, outputdir, numdetectors, \ 
        int(writestep), ceweight, usewatt=watt) 
    cond, eff = Algorithm.run() 
    conds.append(cond) 
    effs.append(eff) 
  return conds, effs 
 
script, savename = argv 
inputdir = './rawdata/' 
outputdir = './' + savename + '_dir/' 
powers = np.linspace(2,5, 15) 
eweights = [1.0,0.0] + [10**i for i in powers] 
cweights = [0.0,1.0] + [1.0 for i in powers] 
weights = [cweights, eweights] 
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statlist = [] 
for fn in sorted(os.listdir(inputdir)): 
  if 'case' in fn:  
    conds, effs = main(inputdir, fn, outputdir, weights) 
    statlist.append(conds) 
    statlist.append(effs) 
FN = open('./%s' % savename, 'w') 
statlist = np.array(statlist).transpose() 
for i, lst in enumerate(statlist): 
  for val in xrange(len(statlist[i])): 
    FN.write(str(statlist[i][val]) + '\t') 
  FN.write('\n') 
FN.close()
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